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A model of an exhaust plume was developed and programmed

on a digital computer. The purpose of the model was to predict the

concentration and size distribution of ice particles produced from

automobile exhaust during arctic conditions. The model accounted

for the nucleation, growth, and freezing of the condensed water

droplets within the exhaust plume. Modes of nucleation included

1) self nucleation, 2) nucleation by soluble particles, and 3) nuclea-

tion by insoluble particles.

Conditions defining the base case typified a late model auto-

mobile, burning leaded gasoline, which was moving slowly or idling

during an ice fog episode in an arctic city. Computed ice particle

size distributions and ice particle concentrations agreed with meas-

urements obtained by various researchers during ice fog episodes

in the urban areas of Fairbanks, Alaska.



Other cases were computed where one or more of the parame-

ters effecting the exhaust plume were varied from their base case

values. The results of these computations were then compared with

the results from the base case. From these comparisons, conclu-

sions were reached as to how one might vary the parameters effecting

the exhaust plume in order to reduce the number and/or increase the

size of the ice particles produced. The directions in which to vary

the parameters from their base case values, in order to reduce the

number and/or increase the size of the ice particles, are noted

below.

I) Increase the exhaust exit temperature

2) Increase the ambient air temperature

3) Decrease the water vapor content of the exhaust gas

4) Decrease the exit velocity of the exhaust gas

5) Increase the diameter of the exhaust pipe outlet

6) Decrease the concentration of soluble and insoluble

particles in the exhaust gas.

It was noted that, due to its generality, the model which was

developed in this thesis may be used to predict the droplet and/or

particle size distribution and concentration in a wide variety of

plumes. It was also determined that the condensing vapor in the

plume of concern need not be aqueous.
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

A: Avagadro constant

ALIT:
area of droplet liquid-vapor interface

ASL:
area of droplet liquid-solid interface

C, C1, C2, C3, C constants

d: exhaust pipe diameter

D: diffusivity of water vapor in air

E: VantHoff factor to account for dissociating nature

of a particular salt.

f : number of droplets of size g in dynamic situation

F: ratio of flux of water through a disc of radius 'NI

centered at and normal to the plume centerline

to the total flux of water through the plume

cross section

F 3a:
correction factor to account for additional resis-

tance to heat flow near a liquid (or solid) gas

interface.

F
3p

: correction factor to account for fraction of

molecules striking a water droplet (or ice par-

ticle) surface and not condensing

g: droplet size as measured by number of molecules

contained in droplet



is number of time step being considered

rate of droplet formation

I : net number of droplets passing from size g - I

to size g, per second.

k: Boltzman constant

K: thermal conductivity

L: latent heat of condensation

mA:

mA:

ME:

ML:

MV:

My :

X=0

MA:

ME:

MW.

n:

n5:

mass of air per mass of exhaust gas

mass of air per mass of exhaust gas at distance x

downstream in plume.

mass of exhaust gas per fixed mass of exhaust gas

mass of liquid per mass of exhaust gas

mass of vapor per mass of exhaust gas

mass of water vapor per mass of exhaust gas at

exhaust pipe outlet.

molecular weight of air

molecular weight of exhaust gas

molecular weight of water

cosine of angle between droplet surface and solid

substrate, for complete wetting n=1, for no

wetting n=-1.

number of moles of salt



nW

N :

number of moles of liquid water

number of droplets within the system which have

a critical size, r

N : number of droplets within the system which

contain g molecules

No: total number of molecules in system

P: vapor pressure over pure water droplet

Pt: vapor pressure over a curved solution surface

Po: equilibrium vapor pressure over plane surface

of pure water at system temperature

Pi; vapor pressure over plane surface of solution

Pv( r) partial pressure of vapor adjacent to liquid surface

Pv(..); partial pressure of vapor in ambient gases outside

of the influence of evaporating or growing droplets.

Q: heat transfer

r: droplet or ice particle radius

r critical droplet size, i, e. size at which, with

addition of 1 molecule, droplet will proceed to

grow toward lower free energy levels.

rp: radius of solid particle

R: ideal gas constant

RPM: revolutions per minute



S: Saturation ratio, Pv(..) /Po (S times 100%

relative humidity)

t: time

T: temperature

Tr: temperature of droplet surface

Ts: standard temperature

Too: temperature of ambient gases outside of the

influence of evaporating or growing droplets.

V: velocity of gases parallel to plume axis

VA: volume of air

V,: velocity of gases parallel to plume axis at

plume centerline

VE: volume of exhaust

VL: volume of liquid.

VW
volume of water vapor

Vx=0:
velocity of exhaust gas at exhaust pipe outlet

X: distance downstream in plume from exhaust

outlet

Y: Myers number, ratio of velocity at .y distance

from the plume centerline to the centerline veloc-

ity at the same distance downstream in the plume

Z number of molecules in 1 cm3 of liquid



a :

Pg

7Y:

mv

A G:

A G*:

A GP

A GS -

X:

PES:

PL:

PV:

p
V(.0)

:

number of molecules evaporating from a droplet

of size g per second

number of vapor molecules hitting a droplet of

size g per second

distance normal to plume centerline

distance outward from plume centerline to where

gas velocity equals one half that at the plume

centerline

elevation of total free energy of a system

elevation of system free energy to form droplet

of critical size, r*

elevation of system free energy to form droplet

of critical size, r , on a solid particle of

radius r .

elevation of system free energy to form droplet

of critical size, r , on a plane solid surface

ratio of the particle radius, r/3, to the critical

droplet radius, r

density of exhaust gas at standard conditions

density of liquid

density of water vapor

density of vapor in ambient gases outside of the

influence of evaporating or growing droplets



PV(r):

Pw:

crsL:

ASV'

density of vapor adjacent to liquid surface

density of water in exhaust gas

surface free energy of interface between liquid

water surface, and a vapor laden air

surface free energy at interface between a solid,

S, and a liquid, L.

surface free energy at interface between a solid,

S, and a vapor laden gas, V.

angle between droplet surface and solid substrate,

for complete wetting, (I) = 0°.



A NUMERICAL ANALYSIS -OF ICE.FOG
PRODUCED BY AUTOMOBILES

I. INTRODUCTION

Ice fog will become a greater problem with the continued

development of the world's arctic regions. Like conventional fogs,

the major adverse effects of ice fog are restriction of visibility and

possible detrimental health effects.

Fairbanks, Alaska, is one of the few population centers in the

United. States of America that is currently plagued with ice fog. This

is due to periods of an unusual combination of extremely low temper-

atures, poor ventilation over and around the city, and an abundance

of water vapor sources. These water vapor sources include exhausts

from combustion of hydrocarbon fuels and evaporation from power

plant cooling ponds.

The generally accepted mechanism for the production of ice

fog follows.

I. Water vapor from the combustion of hydrocarbons or from the

evaporation from open water is released into an extremely cold

ice saturated atmosphere.

2. The vapor cools, becomes supersaturated, and condenses,

forming small droplets.

3. The droplets are supercooled and freeze. The degree of super-

cooling is dependent, mainly, on droplet size and the purity of
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water in the droplet. If a droplet does not freeze, it will re-

evaporate after migrating into the ambient air.

4. The resulting ice particles disperse into the ice saturated air.

5. After dispersion there is little change in the size of the ice

particles.

In Fairbanks the suspended ice particles are generally smaller

than 15 micrometers in diameter. In downtown Fairbanks a trimodal

size distribution has been observed. It is postulated that this reflects

the existence of three sources of ice particles. The sources are

water vapor from 1) automobile exhaust, 2) power plant exhaust,

and 3) open water. The diameters of the ice particles increase from

about three micrometers for ice particles from automobile exhaust to

about 12 micrometers for ice particles generated from water vapor

evaporated from cooling ponds. The diameter of ice particles from

power plant plumes is about six micrometers.

This study will be concerned with ice fog generated by auto-

mobiles. Although the mass of water vapor released from automobile

exhaust is small compared with that from power plants and open

water sites, the ice particles formed are smaller in size and more

widespread, thus creating a more widespread problem and a larger

visibility reduction per unit mass of condensed water vapor. The

above is true because smaller particles scatter more visible light
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per unit mass than do larger particles and because smaller particles

remain suspended in the atmosphere for a greater length of time.
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STUDY OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study was to determine, singly or in

combination, the effects of 1) the exhaust composition, that is the

amount of water vapor and particulate content, 2) the exhaust gas

exit temperature, and 3) the rate of cooling of the exhaust gas, on

the final concentration and size distribution of generated ice fog

particles. Hopefully, this information can be utilized by researchers

in the future in modifying automobiles operating in the arctic so that

1) ice particles generated by automobiles will be large, thus scatter-

ing less light per unit mass and settling out faster or 2) very few ice

particles will be formed. In the second case the exhausted vapor

that does not condense will combine with existing ice particles caus-

ing them to grow and eventually settle out.

The first step in achieving the objectives of this study was to

construct a mathematical model which, when programmed on a digital

computer, was used to predict the size distribution of droplets and

ice particles formed in a condensing-freezing plume such as an

automobile exhaust.

Then, utilizing this model, the effects of varying the above

listed parameters on the plume droplet and ice particle size distri-

butions and concentrations were found.
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III. DISCUSSION OF SUPPORTING WORK

After completion of a comprehensive literature search, it was

ascertained that very little work had been done on condensing and/or

freezing plumes. Only one publication, by Huffman and Ohtake (63),

treated the problem of predicting droplet or ice particle sizes

resulting from a condensing and/or freezing plume. Their model,

although useful for predicting the trend, in the diameters of produced

ice particles as the plume cooling rate changed, was not useful for

predicting absolute particle diameters.

Other work on condensing plumes, although helpful, did not

treat the problem of predicting droplet diameters. This work

includes that by Appleman (5), Csanady (19), Hidy and Friedlander

(56), Kay ler (71), Jungreis (70), West lin (151), and. Wig ley (152).

For the most part, the works listed above treat the appearance and

disappearance of the condensed phase, optical properties of con-

densing plumes, and concentration profiles within the plumes.

The work by Jungreis (70) was conducted to determine if a

fuel additive might be used to reduce the visibility of condensation

trails from high flying military aircraft. His work was based on

an assumed droplet or ice particle size distribution. It is under-

stood that actual tests were run, but the results are classified and

thus not available.
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A great deal of work has been published describing the physical,

chemical, and optical properties of ice fog. For the most part, this

work was based on measurements and observations obtained in the

Fairbanks, Alaska, area. This work was carried out, primarily,

by personnel of 1) the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska,

2) the Cold. Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory at Hanover,

New Hampshire, and 3) the Stanford Research Institute at Palo Alto,

California. Published work includes that of Benson (9, 10), Bowling,

Ohtake, and Benson (12), Gotaas and. Benson (48), Huffman and

Ohtake (63), Kumai and Russell (82), Ohtake (108, 109, 110, 111),

Ohtake and. Huffman (112), Ohtake and Suchannek (113), Robinson

(1 22), Thuman and Robinson (140, 141), Thuman, St. John, and

Poppoff (142), and Wend ler (150).

Such descriptive work is a necessary prerequisite to the

formulation and verification of a model dealing with ice fog, as it

allows one to compare calculated results with measured data.

Two publications (64, 121) were found which dealt with projects

designed to determine how military vehicles might be modified to

eliminate the production of clouds of ice fog during arctic operations.

In each case it was concluded that the best method to combat the

formation of ice fog from the exhaust plumes would be to install

condensers in the vehicles' exhaust systems. The condenser's

function was to remove the water vapor from the exhaust gases
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before the exhaust gases entered the ambient air. Although the idea

was sound, the necessary condensers and related equipment would be

too large and expensive for civilian vehicles.

In modeling a condensing-freezing plume, droplet nucleation,

droplet freezing, and droplet and ice particle growth rates were

important considerations. Textbooks by Byers (14), Fletcher (29,

30), and Mason (94) supplemented with papers by Fletcher (24, 25,

26, 27, 28, 31), Fukuta (41), and Low (92) provided valuable insight

into these phenomena.

In addition to the above, work by Gokhale (45), Goyer and

Plooster (49), Kuhns (77), and Parungo and. Lodge (115) was found

quite helpful in determining the effect of the surroundings on droplet

freezing temperatures.

Gokhale (45) determined that the rate of droplet cooling influ-

enced the degree of supercooling required to freeze a droplet. How-

ever, he had no data to show what magnitude of effect one might expect

at the very rapid cooling rates a droplet experiences in an automobile

exhaust plume. Goyer and Plooster (49) reported that weak shock

waves, as one might expect in an automobile exhaust, had little effect

on the freezing temperature of micrometer sized droplets. Kuhns

(77) and Parungo and Lodge (115) determined that the freezing point

of a small droplet was not greatly affected by its gaseous environ-

ment. As a matter of fact, differences in freezing temperatures
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between a droplet immersed in air and in CO2 were found to be

less than 2° C. One would expect the exhaust of a car to be a mix-

ture of, primarily, CO2 and the constituents of air, so the above

studies are quite helpful.

Additional information on droplet nucleation, growth, and

freezing was found in many papers. Although they will not be dis-

cussed individually, references to these papers are listed in the

bibliography of this thesis.

The composition of exhaust gas from an automobile can be

calculated easily using chemical formulas depicting the combustion

reaction taking place in the automobile's engine cylinders. The

concentration and size distribution of entrained particulate, how-

ever, is much more difficult to calculate. In addition, there has

been relatively little experimental work done in this area. The

major information available has been published by Hasegawa,

Sugimae, and. Fugii (52), Hirsch ler and Gilbert (58), Hirschler

et al. (59), McKee and. McMahon (97), Moran (99), Mueller et al.

(105), Tebbins, Thomas, and Mukai (138), and TerHaar et al. (139).

From a compilation of this work, the chemical composition and size

distribution of particles exhausted from an automobile burning a

commercial grade leaded gasoline was determined. The compiled

information from this work should be subject to continued review

as new publications on the subject are released.
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Several researchers have studied the ice nucleating capability

of exhausted lead compounds from automobiles. Among these are

Harris, Sparks, and Layton (51), Hogan (62), Langer (85, 87),

Morgan (101), Morgan and Al lee (102), Moyers, Zoller, and Duce

(104), Parungo and Rhea (117), Pierrard (119), and Schaefer (124,

125, 126). From their work it is concluded that PbI
2

and possibly,

PbO are good ice nucleating agents. The primary form of lead

exhausted from an automobile, PbBrCl and other lead complexes, was

not reported to be a strong ice nucleating agent.

For the development of an exhaust plume model, the rate of

mixing of ambient air with the exhaust gases is very important. The

rate of mixing is important because the ambient air accounts for

almost all of the exhaust gas cooling, and simultaneously has a sig-

nificant dilution effect. The cooling effect tends to induce condensa-

tion of the water vapor contained in the exhaust gas while the dilution

effect tends to discourage condensation.

Considerable work, mainly of an empirical or semi-empirical

nature, has been done which may be used to determine the mixing

rate of ambient air with a moving gas plume. Information from

publications by Forstall and Shapiro (32) and. Shirazi and Davis (132)

was used to determine the rate of plume dilution for this model.

Shirazi and. Davis's work was based on data from buoyant

water plumes, while Forstall and. Shapiro's data resulted from
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experiments with air jets containing a helium tracer gas. Results

depicting the plume centerline velocity and normal velocity distribu-

tions were of primary interest for this work.
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

General Description of Process

A model was constructed which depicted an exhaust plume

exiting from an automobile exhaust pipe and mixing with cold air.

The purpose of the model was to predict, at any point in the plume,

if condensation and/or droplet freezing would occur and if so, the

resulting concentration and size distribution of the water droplets

and/or ice particles.

In general, the process modeled, is as follows. An exhaust

gas which is laden with water vapor mixes with the cold ambient air.

Two contrasting effects then act upon the water vapor. The first is

that the water vapor within the exhaust plume is cooled. As it cools,

its equilibrium vapor pressure decreases. With sufficient cooling,

the water vapor will begin to condense, forming liquid water droplets.

Simultaneously, though, the water vapor concentration is being re-

duced. This is a result of the mixing of the water vapor with the

dryer ambient air. This effect acts to prevent the water vapor from

condensing into droplets.

Condensation will occur only if the cooling effect is not over-

powered by the dilution effect. Soluble and insoluble particles in

the exhaust gas, low exhaust gas exit temperatures, and low ambient

air temperatures tend to improve the chances of condensation. If
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condensation occurs, and if the droplets are sufficiently supercooled,

the droplets will freeze thus forming ice particles.

The degree of supercooling required to freeze the small drop-

lets is a function of 1) the composition of the surrounding gas, 2) the

rate of cooling, 3) the droplet diameter, 4) the forces acting on the

droplets, and 5) the access of the droplets to ice nucleating surfaces.

To some extent, any solid impurity acts as an ice nucleating surface.

In an automobile exhaust plume, the solid surfaces consist of small

lead salt and carbon particles. As noted earlier, the effect on drop-

let freezing temperatures of 1, 2, and 4 above, was not very large.

Droplet size and droplet access to solid nucleating surfaces

are, then, the two factors to be considered, Droplet freezing tem-

perature increases with the size of the droplet and with the availa-

bility and size of the solid particles.

If a droplet does not freeze, it will evaporate as it is dispersed

into the ice saturated ambient air. This occurs because, at the

ambient temperatures in question, the vapor pressure over liquid

water is greater than that over ice at the same temperature.

The exhausted gases are cooled primarily by mixing with the

cooler ambient air. A much smaller cooling effect results from the

loss of heat from the exhaust plume, due to radiation of heat from

the warm exhaust gases and condensed water in the plume to

the surroundings.
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Using Hottel's approximation (76, p. 211-217) it can be shown

that the cooling effect due to the radiation of heat from the warm

exhaust gas to the cold surroundings is negligible. The calculated

cooling effect on the exhaust plume due to the radiation of heat from

the condensed water within the plume also proved to be negligible

for the conditions discussed in this thesis.

In this thesis, then, the rate of cooling of the exhaust gases

will be treated as though it were a direct function of the rate with

which the cold air mixes with the hot exhaust gas, and the rate at

which latent heat is released as the water vapor condenses to liquid

water and/or freezes to ice.

The rate of mixing is a complicated function of exhaust pipe

diameter, exhaust gas exit velocity, velocity of ambient air relative

to the automobile, turbulence in the region behind the exhaust pipe,

and density of the exhausted gas relative to the density of the ambient

air.

Description of the Model

In formulating a model of this type, it was useful to follow a

packet of exhaust gas' of fixed mass from the time it exited the

exhaust pipe. The packet proceeded downstream in the plume and

'Exhaust gas refers to the non-condensing portion of gas ex-
hausted by the automobile, the components being mainly N2 and CO2.
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mixed with ambient air at a rate governed by previously mentioned

considerations as well as by the trajectory of the packet relative to

the centerline of the plume.

The packet of exhaust gas was treated as if its walls were

permeable only to ambient air. That is, there was assumed to be

no transfer of water vapor, liquid water droplets, ice particles,

solid particles, and/or soluble particles through the imaginary walls

of the exhaust gas packet.

Initial conditions for the packet of exhaust gas were set at the

exhaust pipe outlet. These initial conditions included temperature,

water vapor content, insoluble particle concentration and size dis-

tribution, soluble particle concentration and size distribution, and

composition of the exhaust gas. The packet of gas was then allowed

to travel downstream at the local velocity of the exhaust plume.

Ambient air was added to the packet of exhaust gas at a rate

which corresponded to the dilution rate experienced along the

particular path which the packet was traveling.

The exhaust packet was moved downstream in very small but

finite time increments (to be called time steps). From a knowledge

of the velocity of the packet of gas, the required addition of air into

the exhaust packet at each time increment was calculated as shown

in the following section. The following packet information was up-

dated at the end of each time step:
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1. Water vapor remaining

2. Concentration and size distribution of insoluble particles that

had not yet served as droplet nuclei

3. Concentration and size distribution of I) self-nucleated droplets,

2) droplets nucleated on insoluble particles, and 3) droplets

nucleated on soluble particles

4. The amount of liquid water present in the packet

5. Concentration and size distribution of droplets that froze

6. Relative concentrations of air and exhaust gas

7. Packet temperature.

The computational procedures employed at each time step are

outlined below. The current time step is designated i, the next will

then be the i + 1 time step.

1. A predetermined amount of cold ambient air was introduced

into the warmer packet of exhaust gas which was at conditions

calculated in the preceding time step, e. g. , the i - 1 time step.

2. A new packet temperature was estimated based on the trend

displayed by the preceding two time step temperatures.

3. Based on the estimated packet temperature, a new water vapor

saturation ratio was calculated.

4. Based on the updated saturation ratio, growth of existing drop-

lets, and nucleation2 and growth of new droplets was calculated.

2Modes of droplet nucleation include self nucleation, nucleation
on soluble particles, and nucleation on insoluble particles.
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A distinction was made between growth on frozen and unfrozen

droplets.

5. From step 4 the mass of water vapor condensed and frozen

during the i time step is calculated.

6. A packet temperature for the i time step was calculated. This

was based on conditions at the end of the i - 1 time step, cold

air added during the i time step, latent heat of condensation

released during the i time step, and latent heat of fusion re-

leased during the i time step and i - 1 time step.

7. The calculated packet temperature from step 6 was then com-

pared to the packet temperature estimated in step 2.

8. If the estimated and calculated temperatures did not agree

within a given value, a new estimated temperature equal to

the average value of the old estimated temperature and the

calculated temperature was found.

9. Using the new estimated temperature, a new iteration was

begun with calculations repeated from step 3.

10. The trial and error process listed above continued until the

temperature estimated at the beginning of an iteration, step 2,

agreed with the temperature calculated at the end of an itera-

tion, step 6, to within 0. 01 ° K.

11. When the estimated and calculated temperatures agreed within

the given value, the droplet sizes were updated to account for
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evaporation that took place during the i time step.

12. Based on the packet temperature, droplet size, and type of

droplet nucleus, the unfrozen droplets were tested to deter-

mine if they were ready to be frozen.

13. Latent heat of fusion due to freezing of existing droplets during

the i time step was accounted for during the i + 1 time step.

(Note: latent heat of fusion due to water vapor condensing and

freezing on a frozen droplet was accounted for during the i

time step. )

14. Based on updated conditions depicting the end of the i time

step, the packet was moved another increment downstream in

the plume to the i +1 time step.

15. Calculations were begun again from step 1.

The procedure listed above was carried out until the packet

had traveled a desired time or distance downstream in the plume.

At that time packet conditions including 1) temperature, 2) liquid and

water vapor content, 3) cumulative travel time, 4) saturation ratio,

5) total mass of air added, 6) mass of water frozen, 7) droplet con-

centration and size distribution, and 8) the mean and standard devia-

tion of the diameters of the droplets formed were printed out. Data

on droplets were categorized according to the nucleation mechanism

by which the droplet formed (e. g. self-nucleation, nucleation on a

soluble particle, or nucleation on an insoluble particle).
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Equations used in the procedures listed above are introduced

in the following section.
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS

To implement the model described in the last section, it was

necessary to develop equations that could be used to quantitatively

describe droplet nucleation and growth processes.

Self nucleation, nucleation on insoluble and soluble particles,

and droplet and ice particle growth were considered. All developed

equations were referenced to a fixed mass of exhaust gas, i. e. a

fixed mass of CO2 and. N2.

Rate of Homogeneous Nucleation

Homogeneous nucleation refers to a phase change which occurs

without the benefit of a nucleating surface that is composed of some

other material. To be considered here is the change from water

vapor to liquid water.

Good discussions of this process are given by Byers (14),

Fletcher (30), and Mason (94). These discussions are based upon

the work of Farley (22), who reviewed and revised earlier work by

other researchers. Before summarizing the work of Farley, an

outline of the energetics of droplet formation will be helpful.

In going from vapor to liquid, the molecules reach a lower

energy state. This is verified by the heat given off during any con-

densation process. At the same time, however, a surface is being
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formed. This represents an increase in the system's free energy.

Considering the above, in going from a vapor to a liquid droplet, the

free energy of an isothermal system changes as follows:

G = 4ir r
2 - 4/37r r 3Z kT lrA S (5-1)

Where the first term to the right of the equal sign represents the

energy stored in the droplet surface and the second term represents

the decrease in molecular energy in going from a vapor to a liquid.

The significance of Equation (5-1) is seen in Figure 5-1.

r r
Droplet radius (r)

Figure 5-1. The change in system free energy, ,LG, to
form a liquid droplet of radius r in a
saturated and a supersaturated system (after
Farley).
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For the saturated case, S ----- I, the system free energy rises

with the square of the droplet radius. Note that for the super-

saturated case, the free energy change reaches a peak which repre-

sents a free energy barrier to the growth of droplets from the vapor

state.

For droplets with radii greater than the radius where the peak

free energy occurs, i. e. critical radius, r , growth is encouraged

by a lowering of the system free energy as the droplet grows.

To determine the droplet critical radius r , one has only to

differentiate Equation (5-1) with respect to r and determine the

d G )
2

drvalue of r at which d(L G) - 0 and < 0. The resulting value
dr2

of r is found to be:

2*2 a-
MIA/ cl-

r - ZLkT in S p RT ln S
(5-2)

Equation (5-2) is a form of the famous Kelvin Equation.

The following is a brief synopsis of Farley's development (22).

Kelvin's Equation may be rearranged to describe a droplet in

equilibrium with its vapor as follows:

MW
2M___ cr

RT 1nS
p r

(5-3)

Note that Equation (5-3) defines an unstable situation. If a given

droplet in the defined equilibrium loses one molecule, it tends to
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evaporate, while, if it gains one molecule, it tends to grow.

Assumed in the above, of course, is that in either case all condi-

tions except the droplet radius remain constant.

Kelvin's Equation does not establish how a droplet might grow

to achieve equilibrium conditions. It is known, from cloud chamber

tests, that droplets form and grow at normal ambient temperatures

and saturation ratios of less than ten. Assuming equilibrium growth

from a single molecule, Kelvin's Equation would predict no droplet

growth until a saturation ratio of about 1000 was reached.

The answer is that small clumps of water molecules exist in

statistical equilibrium with the water vapor. These water molecule

clumps will be referred to as embryos.

Given the number of embryos whose size matched the critical

size calculated from Kelvin's Equation, one could predict, from

statistical considerations, the net number of embryos that would add

one molecule. (Recall that the addition of one molecule to an embryo

of critical size pushes the embryo into an unstable growth condition,

thus forming a droplet. )

Farley's development (22) of an equation which can be used to

predict the concentration of critical embryos for a given condition is

quite lengthy.

To summarize, the equilibrium concentration of embryos



containing g molecules3 is given for defined conditions by:

N = N exp (-AG/kT)
g o

Substituting for L. G:

rr crr2
Ng = No exp [g 1nS

4kT
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(5-4)

(5-5)

The form of Equation (5-5) for saturated and supersaturated systems

is depicted in Figure 5-2.

En

0

-13

t113

(1)

4-1
0

0 an

(01 N
Jy

cl) 0

0
U

S =1

g Embryo size, g

Figure 5-2. Equilibrium concentration of embryos of size g
for saturated and supersaturated case (after
Farley).

3 Let a droplet size be designated either by its radius, r, or
the number of water molecules it contains, g.
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For the saturated case, the number of embryos drops off rapidly with

increasing size. Note that for the supersaturated case the number

of embryos containing g molecules reaches a minimum at an embryo

size, g , equal to that predicted by Kelvin's Equation (r is the

radius of a droplet containing g molecules). As g approaches

unity, as expected, N approaches N . However, as g increases

above g , N , the number of embryos containing g molecules,
g

increases to a number greater than No, the total number of mole-

cules present in the system. This is clearly an impossible condition.

In reality, when a supersaturated condition first occurs, many

small embryos form with no larger ones. A growth of these droplets

then begins as if to obtain the equilibrium distribution depicted by

Equation (5-5) and Figure 5-2.

A current of embryos then results as defined by Equation (5-6),

where f has the same definition for this dynamic situation as N

had for the above equilibrium condition.

I
g

= pg
- 1

fg-1 - a fg g (5-6)

Noting that as embryos of the critical size add one molecule they grow,

theoretically, without limit, one can see that eventually f will
g

become constant. That is, the distribution of embryos will reach

a dynamic equilibrium with a net production of droplets (i. e. embryos

greater than the critical size).
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A comparison between the equilibrium size distribution of

embryos and that necessary to satisfy the above described dynamic

equilibrium is shown in Figure 5-3.

Embryo size, g

Figure 5-3. Concentration of embryos in a static equilibrium
distribution, Ng, and in a dynamic equilibrium
system, fg (after Farley).

Note that for small values of g, the difference between fg and

Ng is small, while for large values of g the difference between fg

and N is much greater. This is necessary if a constant flux is to
g

be maintained from small embryos to large embryos, because the

absolute values of Ng fall as g approaches g

Utilizing the above mentioned dynamic equilibrium concept,

Equation (5-7), which predicts the rate of droplet formation, was



developed by Farley:

M

oo

w cr
(2Tr RTM

W
[k

]2 N N.I = 2Pv() T
PV

From Equations (5-3) and (5-5):

and

*2
N x = No expr crr

3kT

2Mwcr
r - RTpv(00)1nS'
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(5-7)

(5-8)

(5-9)

Defining No as the number of vapor molecules per cubic centimeter

and using the c. g. s. system throughout, the resulting value of I

equals the number of droplets formed per cm3 per second.

The presentation of Equations (5-7), (5-8), and (5-9) terminates

the outline of Farley's development.

From Equations (5-7), (5-8), and (5-9), after substituting for

No:

1

2P
o

2 2

2o-MW

A
exp [

-16 cr 1r
I= - r 2.3

3

3 2].
(5-10)

Tr
k

2
T

2p
L

3Z L
i T In S

Equation (5-10) agrees with that presented by Byers (14). The

product of the terms to the left of the exponential term in Equation

(5-10) changes very little over the range of values normally encoun-

tered. In fact, Equation (5-10) may be replaced by:



I = C exp r -16 cr
3

Tr

2 3 3
3Z L

k T in S
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(5-11)

where C is a constant.

All that remains, in the development of an equation which can

be used to predict the rate of homogeneous droplet nucleation, is to

find I in terms of droplets formed per second per gram of exhaust

gas. Equation (5-11) lists this rate in terms of droplets formed per

second per cubic centimeter. The abridged calculation follows.

Droplets per second per gram of exhaust gas equals droplets

per second per cubic centimeter multiplied by a factor.

Solving for the factor:

+ VW +V
Factor = Ts VE

1

PES

E mV
mA

VE + VW + VA} ME MW MA

VE mE

ME

(5-12)

(5-13)

1 22.4 x 103cm3
(5-14)

PES ME

Combining Equations (5-12), (5-13), and (5-14) and

simplifying:



Factor = 0.158T [ ME

520 + (29)(ME)(m.v.) + (18)(ME)(mA)

Applying the calculated factor to Equation (5-11):

28

(5-15)

520 + (29)(M )( ) +(18)(ME )(TriA) -16 cr
371-

I = C1 T[ exp
M 3Z

2k3 T
3 ln2S

E

(5-16)

where C
1

is a constant.

Given the physical conditions within the exhaust gas parcel,

Equation (5-16) can be used to determine the rate of droplet genera-

tion due to self nucleation.

Rate of Nucleation on Insoluble Particles

The formation of droplets proceeds more readily when, instead

of water embryos, solid particles are present to act as nuclei. This

is so because the energy barrier between a vapor and a partial drop-

let of radius r , attached to a solid surface, is lower than that

between a vapor and a droplet of radius r , suspended in a gas.

This will be illustrated during the following development.

An outline of the development of expressions that can be used

to quantitatively predict the rate of nucleation of water droplets by

insoluble particles follows. Complete developments are presented



by Byers (14), Fletcher (28, 29), and Mason (94).

Consider first the nucleation of a liquid droplet, L, on a large

plane surface, S, as depicted in Figure 5-4. The surrounding vapor

laden gases will be called vapor, V.

Figure 5-4. Embryo of liquid, L, in contact with vapor,
V, and attached to a solid nucleating surface,
S (after Fletcher (30, p. 52)).

Following Fletcher (30) the droplet surface is categorized by

two parameters. These parameters are r, the radius of curvature

of the droplet, and 4, the angle of contact between the solid surface

and the liquid.

From equilibrium considerations:

n= cos 4) = ( crsv - cr crSL)/

29

(5-17)

where o- represents the surface energy and the subscripts refer to

the surfaces defining the interface.



Given that a droplet embryo has formed on the plane surface,

the free energy change of the system is:

A G crA crSLTSV)ASLLV
VL- Z

L
kT in S

From geometric arguments:

ALV
= 2Tr r2 (1-n) '

ASL
= irr2 (1 -n2),

V L =
3

3
(2+n) (1-n)2
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(5-18)

Combining Equations (5-18), (5-19), (5-20), and (5-21), differ-

entiating with respect to r, and setting 8AG/ar = 0, one obtains

Equation (5-2). As expected, the radius of curvature of a critical

droplet of pure water must remain the same whether it is a sphere

or a spherical cap on an insoluble surface.

Solving for the maximum energy barrier which occurs at the

droplet critical radius, r ;

A G
16 o-3.7 f (n)

S 3(ZLkT
In S) 2

f(n) = (2+n.)(1-n)
2/4

.

Note that A GS' for the insoluble particle nucleation case,

(5-22)

(5-23)

Equation (5-22), differs from that for a self nucleated droplet case

by the factor f(n). Since n varies from -1 to 1, f(n) varies from
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1 to 0. This agrees with the physical circumstances. If a liquid

does not wet a solid surface, then n = -1 and f(n) = 1, thus reducing

to the self nucleated conditions. Conversely, if a liquid completely

wets a plane surface, the energy barrier disappears and condensa-

tion begins when the vapor reaches saturation.

Following the same argument used for homogeneous nucleation,

the rate of droplet formation on a plane surface, J, is:

J = C
2

exp( - A G
S

/kT), (5-24)

where C2 is a constant.

Considering the nucleation to occur on solid spheres of radius

rP' Equation (5-24) becomes:

,T = 10
254Trrp2 exp( -A GE/1(T), (5-25)

where the units of rp are centimeters and J represents the number

of droplets nucleated per second per particle. In Equation (5-25):

3
8 Tr cr

G f (n,X
P 3(Z LkT In S)

2

and:
-

f(n, X) = 1 + 1-nX
)3 + X 3 12 - 3 (Xe

n ) +(X -n

(5-26)

2 X
+3nX (-----n---- 1)

(5-27)



In Equation (5-27):

rP rPZLkT In S

20-
r

and:
2 1e = (1+X - 2nX )2 .
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(5-28)

(5-29)

Equation (5-27) is represented graphically in Figure 5-5.

Note the effect of the insoluble particle size (rn) and the cosine of

the wetting angle (n) on the geometrical factor, f(n,X ).

Figure 5-5. Wettability and geometrical factor, f (n, X ),
in terms of X = r /r* (after Fletcher).

It should be mentioned that if r < r , the calculation method reverts

back to that used for self nucleation.

From Equation (5-25), (5-26), (5-27), and (5-28), then, one
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can, with known exhaust plume conditions, calculate the rate of drop-

let nucleation on insoluble particles having known physical character-

istics.

Nucleation on Soluble Particles

The nucleation of a droplet by a soluble particle is somewhat

different from the nucleation process discussed for insoluble par-

ticles. Actually, rather than nucleating a droplet, a soluble particle

may be thought of more accurately as growing into a droplet. Junge

(69, p. 183) reports water condensation on soluble nuclei at saturation

ratios as low as 0.7. This droplet growth at these low saturation

ratios is not the unstable growth discussed above for cases of self

nucleation and insoluble particle nucleation, however. Instead, an

equilibrium condition is approached where the droplet grows to a size

where, in harmony with Raoult's Law:

and. Kelvin's Equation:

Po' nw
Po nw + Ens

P 2M.wcr

exi° RTr0 PL

(5-30)

(5-31)

the vapor pressure of water over the briny curved surface equals

the partial pressure of water vapor in the atmosphere. As the
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humidity increases, however, an unstable point is reached where the

droplet may theoretically grow without bound. This is similar to

the case of a droplet embryo that has passed the critical radius.

The critical point for a droplet growing on a soluble nucleus

is reached at a much lower supersaturation than that which is

required to nucleate a droplet on an insoluble particle. This is

due to the reduction in the vapor pressure over a salt-water solution

relative to that over a pure water surface. This reduction can be

described by using Raoult's Law (Eq. (5-30)).

Growth of Droplets and Ice Particles

To determine the rate of the increase or the decrease in size of a

water droplet or ice particle4 under defined saturation and tempera-

ture conditions, one has to account for the net flux of water molecules

to or from the droplet. The net flux is a function of 1) the density

of water vapor molecules in the gas phase surrounding the droplet

and 2) the vapor pressure over the droplet surface. The vapor

pressure over the droplet surface is a function of the temperature

of the droplet surface which is a function of the latent heat absorbed

at the surface and the ability of the droplet to lose heat through

4In the remainder of this section, reference will be made only
to a growing water droplet. Relationships developed will refer
equally to ice particles and to evaporating as well as to condensing.
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radiation to the surroundings and conduction to the surrounding gases.

The surface curvature and the presence of dissolved salts, in the

water of which the droplet is composed, also effects the vapor

pressure over the droplet surface.

An outline follows of the development of relationships to enable

one to determine, quantitatively, the growth rate of a droplet. For

additional information, the reader is invited to refer to Byers (14),

Fletcher (30), Fukuta and Walter (42), and Mason (94).

From basic considerations, the rate of gain in mass of a drop-

let by diffusion of water vapor molecules to the droplet surface is:

dmL 2
ap

V
4Tr r Ddt ar

(5-32)

Integrating Equation (5-32) from r to infinity and from the

density of water vapor adjacent to the droplet to the density of water

vapor in the surrounding gas (at infinity) one obtains:

Or:

dm dVL
- p 4.rr r2 dttdt

L - 4TrDr
v

p PV(r)- L dt d

rd D
r d = [PV(0o) PV(r) It pL

(5-33)

(5-34)



Substituting from the equation of state:

DM
r [PV(

P
dt p RT L WI

V(r) ]
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(5-35)

As water condenses on the droplet, latent heat is released at

the rate noted in Equation (5-36):

Ldm,
dQ - 4Tr rLD[Pv(00) 11/(r)1dt dt

(5-36)

This heat flows from the droplet primarily by conduction
5 to

the surrounding gases. The rate of heat loss is described by

Equation (5 -37)

dQ = 4TrrK(T -T ).dt r oo

The latent heat gained must balance the heat lost so:

dQ -= L
dm

L
dt dt

(5-37)

(5-38)

Combining the equations above for growth and heat transfer

in accordance with Equation (5-38), and utilizing the Clausius-

Clapeyron Equation, the growth rate for a droplet of pure water

results:

5At the droplet temperatures to be considered, the loss of
heat through radiation to the surroundings from the droplet surface
is less than one hundredth of that lost by conduction to the surround-
ing gases.
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dt

(MIATL
2 /kRT002) (RT /P DM )

00 V( ) W
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(5-39)

In order to account for surface effects, Fukata and Walter (42)

introduced two normalization factors, F3a and. F3p
into Equation

(5-39). The factor F3a accounts for the additional resistance to

heat flow near the liquid-gas interface, while the factor F 3p
accounts

for the fraction of molecules striking the liquid surface that do not

stick.

Including these factors, the droplet growth equation becomes:

dmL 4Trr (S-1)

dt 2 2L /kRT
3a)

+ (RT
0.0
/P 00DMV() W p

(5-40)

From data presented by Fukuta, it can be assumed that, for

the conditions experienced in an exhaust plume, F3. 1.0, while

F
3p

is defined by Equation (5-41), (5-42), and (5-43), where r has

the units of centimeters:

F
3(3

= 0. 2 in r + 0. 2, (5-41)

If (F
3p

oi ) then F
313

= 0. 01, (5-42)

If (F
3P

> 1. 0) then F
3P

= 1.0. (5-43)

In a similar development to that above, a droplet growth



equation may be developed for a droplet containing a dissolved salt.

The salt, as predicted by Raoult's Law, lowers the vapor pressure

over a liquid surface:

Po nW

PO
+ Ens

In addition, a correction may be made to account for the

increase in the vapor pressure over a curved surface. From

Kelvin's Equation:

2MW cr

0
- exp r

R Trp I.
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(5-30)

(5-31)

Fukuta and Walter (41) include these corrections and list the

resulting equation:

dmL
dt

where:

4Trr (S-B)

(BMw-L2/kRT
co

2) + (RT
co
/P

V(co)
DM

W
F

3P
)

o
MW

B [ "
2

exp [
n +En

W S
RT

co
rp

L

(5-44)

(5-45)

Equations (5-44) and (5-45) enable one to predict the growth

rate of droplets composed of pure water or water containing dis-

solved salts. For the pure water case B = 1.0.
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VI. DYNAMICS OF THE EXHAUST PLUME

The rate of dilution of the exhaust gases with cold ambient air

is quite important in determining the size distribution and concentra-

tion of droplets, or ice particles, which may be produced in auto-

mobile exhaust gases. In this section an expression will be developed

which will make possible the prediction of the rate of dilution of the

exhaust as a function of the location within the exhaust plume. An

expression will also be developed to make possible the prediction

of the dilution of an exhaust gas packet as a function of the travel time

of the packet from the exhaust outlet, and the radial location of the

packet with respect to the plume centerline.

A sketch depicting an exhaust plume exiting from an auto-

mobile is contained in Figure 6-1. The purpose of the sketch is to

assist in the definition of the terms and symbols to be used in the

development of the expressions mentioned above.

Referring to Figure 6-1, x denotes the distance downstream

in the plume, measured from the end of the exhaust pipe. Distances

radially outward from the plume centerline are denoted by .yrnv

is defined, for a given value of x, as the radial distance from the

plume center line to the point where the velocity of the exhaust gas

equals one half that at the plume centerline. The radial distance from

the plume centerline to the outer boundary of the plume, for a given
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Figure 6-1. Sketch of an exhaust plume exiting from
an automobile.

value of x, is defined as 2ym.v. The diameter of the exhaust pipe

is denoted by d.

With the above noted terms and symbols in mind, the develop-

ment of equations necessary for the prediction of plume dilution

rates will commence.

Dissipative viscous forces will be neglected as suggested by

Albertson et al. (2, p. 643). Disregarding dissipative viscous

forces, then, the argument of conservation of momentum may be

employed, as shown in Equation (6-1);

(mass)(velocity) = constant). (6-1)
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Referencing plume quantities to a unit mass of exhaust gas and

to the initial plume conditions at the exit from the automobile exhaust

pipe, and employing Equation (6-1), Equation (6-2) results-.:

(1 + m v) Vx=0
= (1 + mV + m

A
) V

q.,
Y

x=0 x=0 x
(6-2)

In the above equation, Y is a dimensionless number to be

referred to as the Myers number. The Myers number is the ratio

of the velocity at a point in the plume to the centerline velocity at

the same distance downstream in the plume.

Solving Equation (6-2) for mA :
x

(1 + mVx=0
(Vx=0)

m
A

= - (1 + mv )

(
VQ)

( Y) x=0
(6-3)

At this point in the development, it is necessary to determine

the exhaust plume centerline velocity as a function of x.. To accom-

plish this, work by Forstall and. Shapiro (32) is utilized.

Forstall and. Shapiro conducted velocity measurements on

coaxial gas jets. The internal jet consisted of a dilute mixture of

helium and air, while the outer jet consisted only of air. From their

work, the velocity at the internal jet centerline as a function of

distance downstream was determined to be:



(4) (d) (V x=0)
V

(1,

-
x
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(6-4)

Combining Equation (6-3) with the above relationship which

defines plume centerline velocity:

(1 + m
V ) (x

x=0m
A

- (1 + m ).

x (4) (d) (Y)
mV (6-5)

Thus, the addition of air to a packet of exhaust gas as a function of

x is defined for the packet traversing a path defined by a particular

value of the Myers number, Y.

The validity of Equation (6-5) was verified through a compar-

ison of calculated values from Equation (6-5) with results reported

by Shirazi and. Davis (132). Their work was based upon a compila-

tion of data which depicted the dilution of horizontal buoyant jets

with ambient fluids.

From Equations (6-4) and (6-5), the rate of addition of air to

an exhaust packet as a function of time may be found. Including Y

and integrating Equation (6-4), x in terms of time, t, is found,

[8 Vx=0 d t /Y]2. (6-6)

Substituting Equation (6-6) into Equation (6-5)

(1 + mv) (V x=0)2 (t)2
x=0 - (1 + mmA - V ) .

x=0
(22 d21 Y3/2)

(6-7)
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The rate of addition of air is then easily found by differentiating

mA
in Equation (6-7) with respect to time:

d(mA ) (1 + mv. ) (Vx.0)2
x=0

dt 23/2d2
Y

3/2t12
2

(6-8)

Note the effects various terms in Equation (6-8) have on the

rate of air dilution. The dilution rate of a given packet increases

with initial plume velocity and as one moves outward from the plume

centerline, i. e. as Y decreases. The dilution rate decreases with

increasing exhaust pipe diameters and with increasing time.

Next it was necessary to obtain an expression which could be

used to determine the flux of water vapor through a desired area

normal to the exhaust plume centerline, This information was then

used to determine what value of Y to use in Equation (6-8) in order

to obtain results representative of what happens to most of the water

vapor in the plume.

To do this an expression was developed which could be used

to predict the ratio of the flux of water vapor through a circle of

radius, y, centered at and normal to the plume centerline, to the total

water vapor flux in the plume. This ratio will be referred to as F.

The mass flux of water vapor through a small area normal to

the axis of the plume was formulated as:
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dmw = pw V dA (6-9)

From Forstall and,Shapiro (32), the local plume velocity

profile was found to be:

Vq,
V = -2 (1 + cos 1/7r

2 ynly

A similar profile was noted for plume water concentrations:

Pw
CL YIT(1 + cos )PW 2 2 )(my

From basic calculus, dA, as a function of y, was defined as:

(6-10)

(6-11)

dA = 2Tr y d (6-12)

Combining Equations (6-9), (6-10), (6-11), and (6-12):

(Pw ) CV )

c_.
dm = (1 +cos )

2 Trydy.
(2) 2Tryymy

(6-13)

Utilizing Equation (6-13), the desired ratio, F, of the water vapor

flux between the centerline and an off-centerline distance, y, rela-

tive to the total water vapor flux was found upon integrating to be:

F
(1 + cos 7" )2 yd y

2Ymv (6-14)

0

(1 + cos
2

) -y d

2

y

Nmy



A graph of the above expression is contained in Figure 6-2.

1=4

1.0

.8

.6

.4

2

0.0 Vmv

Radial distance from plume centerline (ymv)

Figure 6-2. Plume water flux fraction passing through
a normal circular cross section centered at
plume axis.
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From Equation (6-14) or Figure 6-2 and Equation (6-10) values

of the Myers number, Y, can be calculated as a function of the water

vapor flux ratio, F, described above:

V
Y = -1(1 + cos

2Tr

y
ymv

(6-15)

For any desired Myers number, the rate of packet air addition is

then defined by Equation (6-9).

It is now possible to select a Myers number so that the
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calculated exhaust gas dilution rate is representative of the average

dilution rate experienced by an exhaust plume. From Figure 6-2

one can see that half of the total water vapor flux passes between

the plume centerline and an off-centerline distance of 0. 66 ymy.

The corresponding Myers number, from Equation (6-15), is seen

to be 0. 75. Thus, using a Myers number of 0. 75, results calculated

from Equation (6-8) will be representative of the "mean dilution rate"

experienced by the water vapor contained in an exhaust plume.
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VII. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

The model discussed above has been programmed using the

Fortran IV language, tailored to the Oregon State University computer

system. The system relies on a CDC 3300 computer.

A brief description of the program follows. A complete listing

of the program and definitions of variables is available in Appendix A

and. Appendix B of this thesis. 6
'

7

Input data is listed below.

A. Initial plume conditions

1) Temperature (° K)

2) Water vapor content (g H20v/g Exhaust gas)

3) Specific heat of exhaust gas (cal/g Exhaust gas)

4) Molecular weight of exhaust gas (g/mol Exhaust gas)

B. Ambient air conditions

1) Temperature ( ° K)

2) Partial pressure of water vapor (atmospheres)

6Nomenclature used in this section is, where possible, the
same as that used in the computer program. The nomenclature list
for the computer program is contained in Appendix A.

7lndices, 12, indicates the present time step, i. I indicates
the last calculated time step, 12+1 indicates the next time step to
be calculated.
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C. Exhaust particulate content

1) Concentration of soluble particles in ten different

size classes (number/g ex. gas)

2) Diameter of soluble particles in each size class (cm)

3) Moles of ions expected to re suit from the solution of

one soluble particle into a droplet (moles/particle)

4) Solubility of salt composing soluble particulate (moles

water/(moles water + moles of salt))

5) Concentration of insoluble particles in ten different

classes (number/g. ex. gas)

6) Diameter of insoluble particles in each size class (cm)

7) Cosine of wetting angle formed by water droplet on

insoluble particle surface.

D. Freezing point of droplets

1) Ten pairs of minimum droplet diameter- -maximum

temperature data for self nucleated droplets (cm and

°K)

2) Ten pairs of minimum droplet diameter--maximum

temperature data for droplets formed on soluble

particles (cm and ° K)

8Ten classes of both soluble and insoluble particles are inputed
so that the actually encountered continuous size distribution of
particles in the exhaust may be approximated.
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3) Ten pairs of minimum droplet diametermaximum

temperature data for droplets nucleated on insoluble

particles (cm and °K)

E. Rate of addition of air

1) Amount of air to be added to exhaust gas packet at

each time step (g air/g ex gas)

F. Computational considerations

1) Time increment represented by each finite step the

packet takes downstream in the plume (sec)

2) Acceptable error in iterative solution between

assumed packet temperature and calculated packet

temperature at each time step. (° K)

3) Maximum number of iterations permitted per time

step before terminating run.

Given the initial data input, the reader will be taken through a

computation sequence where equations used in the program are intro-

duced. A comparison of this treatment with the qualitative treatment

of the program sequence introduced earlier may be helpful.

Assume now that the i-1 time step has just been completed.

The calculation now moves to the i time step. A calculation sequence

will now be presented.

First an initial estimate of the temperature occurring at the

end of the i time step, TE, is made. If TE is being calculated for



the first time step of the program:

TE
CPE + 0.44 * FMTV(I) T(I) + FMAA(I2)* TO* O. 24

0.24*FMAA(I2)+ CPE +0.44*FMTV(I)

Otherwise:

TE = T(I) - THETA(I2)*(T(I-1) - T(I))
THETA (I)
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(7-1)

(7-2)

With a known initial and estimated final temperature of the

time step, a mean temperature for the i time step is calculated:

T(I) + TE
TA

2
(7-3)

The water vapor content of the packet of exhaust gas is updated,

to compensate for condensation or evaporation to or from water

droplets in the packet during the i-1 time step:

FMTV(I2) = FMTV(I) - FMLA(I) (7-4)

Based on FMTV(I2) and TA(I2), the saturation ratio over both

water and ice is found:

29 * FMTV I2 * FMWE +18 *VPO*FMTA 12 * FMWE
'S(I2) = SVP(I2) [520 +18 *FMWE* FMTA(I2) + 29 *FMWE*FMTV(I2)

and: (7-5)

SI(I2) = S(I2)* SVP (I2)/SVPI (I2) . (7-6)

For this calculation, the saturated vapor pressure over water

and ice, in atmospheres, is found using the Clausius-Clapeyron
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Equation (53, p. 49).

With an estimated packet temperature, TA, saturation vapor

pressure, SVP(I2), and saturation ratio, S(I2), the droplet nucleation

and droplet growth occurring during the i time step are calculated.

These calculations are carried out using the rate equations, developed

earlier in this thesis, multiplied by the time increment of the time

step in question.

The number of new self nucleated droplets appearing during

time step i is found by multiplying Equation (5-16) by the time

increment, THETA(I2).

The number of new droplets occurring on insoluble particles

of a given group are calculated in a similar manner. This is accom-

plished by multiplying Equation (5-25) by the time increment of step i,

THETA(I2), and by the number of insoluble particles of the group in

question which had not acted as nuclei by the end of the i-1 time step.

To determine the total number of droplets nucleated on insoluble

particles, the process listed above is carried out for each of the

available size classes of insoluble particles. The results are then

summed.

As discussed earlier, it is not necessary to calculate the

nucleation rate of droplets by soluble salt particles. Their "nuclea-

tion" of droplets is brought about by an equilibrium growth described

by the droplet growth equation to be discussed. It is only necessary
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to account for the growth of the initial ten groups of soluble particles.

At this point, the cataloging carried out in the program will be

discussed. During each time step anew group of self nucleated

droplets may be "born" as well as ten new groups of droplets nucle-

ated on insoluble particles. Also to be kept track of are ten groups

of droplets that are growing on the ten groups of soluble particles.

During each time step, then, the droplet growth of approx-

imately (i) (11) + 10 groups of droplets must be calculated where i

equals the number of the time step.

Droplet growth time for droplets nucleated during the i time

step is limited to 0.5*[THETA(I2)]. Other droplets which came

into existence before the i time step, of course, grow during the

entire i step, i. e. THETA(I2) seconds.

Note that Equation (5-44) accounts for the effect of dissolved

salts as well as the effect of surface curvature on droplet growth

rates.

The terms for dissolved salts are not used for self nucleated

and insoluble particle nucleated droplets. In addition, if the droplets

are over 0.1 micrometers in diameter, the curvature effect may be

neglected. Then B in Equation (5-44) is reduced to unity.

If a particular droplet group is frozen, the latent heat of

condensation term, L, in Equation (5-44) is replaced by the latent

heat of fusion, the saturation vapor pressure term, Po, is replaced
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by that over ice and the saturation ratio term, S, is recalculated to

reflect the saturation ratio over ice, SI. These changes act to in-

crease the ice particle growth rate over that of unfrozen droplets at

the same temperature.

Upon completing calculation of droplet nucleation and droplet

growth, during the time step i, the total amount of water vapor

that 1) condensed to liquid water and 2) condensed and froze to

ice, is found. Also, the amount of liquid water that froze is

accounted for.

A packet temperature representing that at the end of the i time

step can be calculated from 1) the latent heat released by the above

processes (or absorbed in the case of evaporation instead of con-

densation), 2) the amount of cold air mixed with the packet, and

3) the packet conditions at the end of the i-1 time step.

The absolute value of the difference between this calculated

temperature, T(I2), and the earlier estimated temperature, TE, is

then found. If it is larger than the allowable difference, a new value

of TE is found:

TE
TE' + T(I2)

2
(7-7)

Where the prime refers to the TE value that was used in the last

iteration.

Armed with a new value of TE the above calculations are
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repeated. Finally, an agreement between T(I2) and. TE is reached.

All droplet diameters are then updated to reflect the growth or

evaporation they experienced during the i time step. Using the

updated diameters and the final packet temperature, the droplets are

tested to determine if any qualify to be treated, in future time steps,

as ice particles. The testing procedure follows.

For each of the three families of droplets, 1) self nucleated,

2) nucleated on soluble particles, and 3) nucleated on insoluble

particles, a maximum of ten pairs of numbers serve as tests. Each

pair of numbers represents a temperature and a diameter.

For a droplet to be frozen, three requirements must be met.

These requirements are 1) the droplet is not already frozen, 2) the

packet temperature is less than a temperature listed in one of the

ten pair s of numbers, and 3) the droplet diameter is greater than

that listed in the same pair of which the packet temperature was

lower. In other words, a droplet must be less than a maximum

temperature and greater than a minimum size.

If a group of droplets are frozen, the latent heat of fusion is

accounted for in the i+1 time step.

Before going on to the i+1 step, the packet water vapor content

and the available insoluble particle concentrations are updated to

the end of the i time step. It should be explained that the term

"available insoluble particle concentration" refers to the insoluble
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particles that have not served as droplet nuclei. The process

described above then begins anew for the i+1 time step.

Packet, droplet, and ice particle information may be printed

out at the end of any time step. The program allows a total of five

complete printouts plus one at the end of the run.

During each printout, several items are listed not only for the

i time step but for each of the previous time steps. These include

packet temperature, mass of total condensed liquid, saturation ratio

with respect to water, mass of liquid added to self nucleated particles,

mass of liquid added to soluble particles, and mass of liquid added

to insoluble particles. Also listed is the mass of air added to the

packet at each time step and the elapsed time.

A computer run requires from 25 to 400 seconds depending

upon the number of time steps desired and the number of classes of

soluble and insoluble particles present. The required time steps

are determined by the time, or distance, one wishes to follow the

packet downstream in the plume and the time interval per time step.

A study of Equations (5-16) and (5-25) shows that these equa-

tions are very sensitive to the packet variables. Because of this

and the fact that the rate of droplet nucleation may be very large,

it is necessary to use very small time increments in the portion of

the plume where droplets are being nucleated. This area also
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corresponds to the area of most rapid droplet growth due to the

high saturation ratio.
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VIII. PROGRAM INPUT FOR BASE CASE

Initial input data for the developed model were designed to be

consistent with conditions that would be encountered in a congested

traffic situation in an arctic city. Parameters affecting the auto-

mobile exhaust plume were then varied from this base case with

calculated results being compared to those from the base case.

The base case, noted above, was selected because 1) there is

experimental ice fog data available which was obtained under condi-

tions similar to the above conditions and 2) this case typifies condi-

tions under which automobile produced ice fog causes the greatest

problems.

The following input conditions were selected.

1. Ambient air temperature = 233°K

2. Ambient water vapor partial pressure = 1.27 x 10-4

atmospheres

3. Exhaust gas exit temperature = 423° K

4. Exhaust gas water vapor content = 0.084 g water vapor/g

exhaust gas

5. Constant pressure specific heat of exhaust gas = 0. 24 cal/g ° K

6. Molecular weight of exhaust gas = 30 g/mole

7. Maximum packet temperature and minimum self nucleated

droplet diameters for freezing are:
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235° K, O. 001 cm; 234° K, O. 0005 cm;

233°K, 0.0001 cm; 231° K, 0. 00005 cm;

229°K, 0.00001 cm.

8. Maximum packet temperature and minimum soluble particle

nucleated droplet diameters for freezing are:

268° K, 0. 001 cm; 266° K, 0. 0005 cm;

262° K, 0. 0001 cm; 260° K, 0.00005 cm;

258° K, 0. 00002 cm.

9. Maximum packet temperature and minimum insoluble particle

nucleated droplet diameters for freezing are:

263°K, 0.001 cm; 261°K, 0.0005 cm;

259° K, 0.0001 cm; 257°K, 0.00005 cm;

255° K, 0. 00002 cm.

10. Ambient air mixed with exhaust gas as a function of time is:

1

FMAA = 22.1 t2 - 1. 084 (8-1)

11. Soluble particulate in the exhaust gas is treated as if it were

PbBrCl. Solubility is very close to zero at droplet tempera-

tures encountered.

12. Sizes and concentrations of soluble particles in the exhaust

gas are:
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Particle Size
(cm)

Concentration of Particles
(particles per g ex. gas)

0.00001 5.7 X 109

0.00003 3. 5 X 107

0.00005 5.9 X 106

0.00007 1.7 X 106

0.00009 7.5 X 105

0.00011 4.1 X 105

0.00013 2. 5 X 105

0. 0001 5 1.6 X 105

0.00017 1.1 X 105

O. 00019 7.9 X 104

13. The sizes and concentrations of insoluble particles in the

exhaust gas are:

Particle Size
(cm)

Concentration of Particles
(particles per g ex. gas)

O. 00001 7. 5 X 1010

0.00003 2.6 X 108

0.00005 4.4 X 107

0.00007 1.2 X 107

0.00009 5.6 X 106

0.00011 3. 0 X 106

0.00013 1.9 x io 6

O. 00015 1.2 x io 6



Particle Size
(cm)

O. 00017

O. 00019

Concentration of Particles
(particles per g ex. gas)

8.3 X 105

1. 5 X 105
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14. The insoluble particulate are treated as if composed of a

carbonaceous compound. The cosine of the wetting angle of

water on the carbonaceous material is 0.9.

The rationale for the selection of the base case data, listed

above, follows:

1. According to Wendler (150), severe ice fog problems begin at

temperatures of -40° C. Also, much of the ice fog experimental

data was obtained at about this temperature. This, then, was

deemed a logical ambient temperature for the base case.

2. Ambient water vapor pressure was selected to correspond to

the vapor pressure over ice at -40° C. This selection could

be slightly high or slightly low depending on whose measure-

ments one uses. Wendler noted that the ice crystals are cooler

than the air. This being the case, one would expect the vapor

pressure concentration in the ambient air to be slightly less

than that over ice at -40° C. However, measurements by

Ohtake (110, p. 105) show that during ice fog episodes, the

water vapor pressure is slightly higher than that over ice at

-40° C. In either case, the difference of the selected



ambient water vapor concentration from the actual ambient

water vapor concentration will be slight.

3. An exhaust gas exit temperature of 433°K was selected based

on an estimated mean value of measurements by Benson (9,

p. 41).

4. An exhaust gas water vapor content of 0.084 grams of water

vapor per gram of exhaust gas was calculated assuming the

engine fuel combustion was taking place at stoichiometric

conditions. Given an average gasoline carbon--hydrogen

ratio of CHI.
85

(146, p. 2-12), the chemical formula for the

combustion process is:

CHI.85 +1.46 0 +5.5N- .925H :0'+ 5.5N
2 2 2 2
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(8-2)

From Equation (8-2) the percent by volume of water vapor in

the exhaust plume was calculated at 12.4%. As noted above,

the mass of water vapor per mass of exhaust gas (CO2 + N2)

is then 0.084.

5. Based on the average temperature and calculated composition

of the exhaust gas, a constant pressure specific heat, C , of

0.24 cal/g ° K was used.

6. Also calculated was an exhaust gas molecular weight of 30.

7. Minimum temp er atur e - -maximum diameter qualifications for

the freezing of self nucleated droplets was based on work by
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Fletcher (29). It was assumed that the self nucleated droplets

were composed of pure water. Based on this assumption, their

freezing points as a function of droplet diameter would follow

closely the theoretically predicted freezing temperatures

presented by Fletcher (29, p. 87) which are reproduced in

Figure 8-1.

X 253
0

243

233

223
1 10 100 1000 10000

Droplet Diameter, p.m

Figure 8-1. Freezing temperature of pure water droplets.

8. Droplets containing insoluble particles would be expected to

undergo much less supercooling before freezing than pure

water droplets. Based primarily on a survey of work by

Fletcher (24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31), droplet freezing

qualifications for droplets nucleated by insoluble particles were

arrived at as listed above. It should be noted that, unlike the

case of pure water droplets, a good quantitative argument is
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not available for the heterogeneous nucleation of ice.

9. Freezing conditions for droplets nucleated by soluble particles

were arrived at, as above, primarily, from a search of

Fletcher's work. Again, it should be noted that it was not

possible to predict accurately the freezing temperatures of

droplets containing impurities. It is known, however, that

droplets containing solids require much less supercooling than

do pure water droplets. In any case, the exact freezing tem-

perature is not extremely important.

10. The dilution of the exhaust gas by cold ambient air was formu-

lated in Equation (6-7) as described earlier in this thesis:

m
A

1 1

(1 + mV ) (vx.0)2 (t)2
x=0

,1 1

22(d)2 (Y)'"
-(1 + mv ) (6-7)

x=0

Equation (8-1), above results from substituting into Equation

(6-7) values for plume water vapor content, m, , initial
x=0

exhaust plume velocity, V exhaust pipe diameter, d, and
x=0'

plume radial location, Y.

The water vapor content is listed above. A representa-

tive exhaust pipe diameter of 4.3 cm was selected. Based on

the following assumed engine operating conditions, an initial

exhaust velocity of 1570 cm per second was calculated.

a. Engine displacement = 4900 cm3 (300 in3)
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b. Engine speed = 19.6 rev. /sec. (1180 RPM)

c. Manifold pressure = 30.4 cm Hg (12 in Hg)

d. Stoichiometric combustion of gasoline with a C-H ratio

of 1 to 1.85

e. Engine operating temperature = 77° C

f. Exhaust temperature = 150° C

Finally, the Myers number, Y, was fixed equal to 0.75.

That is, it was decided to follow a packet of exhaust gas through

the plume along a path where the velocity was three-fourths of

the velocity of the plume centerline.

Having done this, the packet of exhaust gas was diluted

at a "mean rate" such that 50% of the plume water vapor was

diluted slower and 50% was diluted at a faster rate.

11. Perhaps the most difficult parameters to fix were those per-

taining to the particulate in the exhaust gas. As mentioned

earlier, only a few researchers have measured the size,

concentration, and chemical properties of particulate ex-

hausted from an automobile.

A typical. particle size distribution was compiled pri-

marily from work done by Habibi et al. (50), Hirschler et al.

(59), and TerHaar et al. (139). Other work consulted included

that by Hasegawa, Sugimae, and Fujii (52) and Mueller et al.

(105).
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From the above listed work, it was noted that, for city

driving, about 50% of the lead contained in gasoline was ex-

hausted, primarily as PbBrCl. The remainder of the lead was

trapped in the combustion cylinders or in the exhaust system.

From work reported by Habibi et al. (50), Hasegawa, Sugimae,

and Fujii (52), McKee and. McMahon (97), and. TerHaar et al.

(139) it appeared that during city driving in cold weather,

carbonaceous particulate was exhausted at about the same mass

concentration as the lead halide particulate.

The above research, then, was used to determine the type

and size of particles contained in exhaust gases from auto-

mobiles being driven under city conditions.

Assuming a lead content of 2 ml of tetraethyl lead per

gallon of gasoline, the concentration of lead halides and carbon-

aceous particles could then be calculated based on the assumed

engine operating conditions.

The above described calculations resulted in the size and

concentration data listed above for both insoluble and soluble

particulate.
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IX. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Exhaust plume data, as calculated with the computerized model

described earlier in this thesis, are presented below. This data

represents the results of calculations made first using conditions

typifying the base case and then varying selected data to some degree

from the base conditions.

Initially, a description of calculated conditions for the base case

will be presented. Following this, calculated results varying from the

base case will be presented and compared to the base case calculated

results. Base case values to be varied include the 1) exhaust gas exit

temperature, Z) exhaust gas water vapor content, 3) exhaust gas

particle content and particle chemical characteristics, 4) exhaust exit

velocity, and 5) ambient temperature.

Calculated results to be compared for each case include pro-

duced droplet and ice particle9 size means and standard deviations,

and produced concentrations. The total amount of water vapor con-

densed in each case will also be compared. All results will be

referenced to one gram of exhaust gas.

Results for the Base Case

As noted earlier, the base case was intended to typify a late

model automobile operating in an arctic city during cold weather

(-40°C). The automobile engine was burning a commercial grade

9 Droplets and ice particles will be referred to as ice particles
in the remainder of this thesis.



of leaded gasoline. The engine was operating at a fast idle, which

is typical of an automobile standing at a stoplight or moving slowly

through a congested downtown street. As might be expected, auto-

mobiles operating under these conditions leave large condensed

exhaust plumes. The physical characteristics of such an exhaust

plume as computed using the discussed model follow.

Figure 9-1 illustrates the distance a packet of exhaust gas

moves downstream in a plume as a function of time.
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Packet travel time sec.

Figure 9-1. Packet travel as a function of time for Y = 0.75,
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This curve is generated from Equation (6-6):

x = [8Vx=odt/Y]2 (6-6 )

which represents the integral of Equation (6-4):

dx
(4)(Vx=0)

(d)
V = -

dt
(6-4)

after the addition of the Myers number, Y, which was set equal to

0.75.

From Equation (6-7) the accumulated mass of air added to a

parcel of gas as a function of time and Myers number may be found:

1 1

(1 + my (V x=0)1 (t)z

MAx
= 1 3/2 - (1 + m

V x=0)2zd2Y
(6-7)

The results of Equation (6-7) are plotted in Figure 9-2 for the

base case.

Given the rate of air addition as shown in Figure 9-2, the

packet temperature, T, saturation rate, S, and mass of condensed

water, mL, may be calculated. Computed results for the base case

are presented in Figures 9-3, 9-4, and 9-5 as a function of time.

Note the very rapid plume temperature decline with time as

shown in Figure 9-3. This rapid temperature decline results in a

rapid rise in the packet saturation ratio as seen in Figure 9-4.

With the rising saturation ratio, droplets are nucleated and begin
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Figure 9-2. Air added to exhaust gas packet as a function of
time for Y = 0.75.
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Figure 9-3. Packet temperature as a function of time for Y = 0.75.
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Figure 9-4. Packet saturation ratio as a function of time for
Y = 0.75.
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growing. This is reflected by the rise in condensed water vapor as

shown in Figure 9-5. The saturation ratio quickly reaches a max-

imum and begins rapidly declining. This rapid decline in the satura-

tion ratio matches the rapid increase in the condensed water content

of the plume. Of secondary importance in the decline of the satura-

tion ratio is the continued addition of air to the exhaust gas packet.

The information shown in Figures 9-2 through 9-5 can be

referenced quickly to distance downstream in the plume by referring

to Figure 9-1.

Of major concern is the size distribution and number of droplets

and ice particles generated by the the exhaust. In Table 9-1, below,

is a list of the total numbers, the mean diameters, and the standard

deviations of the ice particles formed. 10 The above data are listed

for exhaust packet travel times of 0.5, 1.75, and 7.66 seconds.

Also listed is the mass of water vapor in the condensed state at

each of these times.

10 This information is listed separately for ice particles
nucleated by each of the three previously noted mechanisms. It
is also listed in combination to denote the overall produced ice
particle concentration and size distribution.
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Table 9-1. Variation with time of 1) the produced ice particle size distribution, 2) the produced
ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of condensed water vapor.

0.50
Time (seconds)

1.75 7. 66

Self Nucleation

Mean Size, (pm) 0.75 0.71 0. 65

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.098 0.079 0.073

Total Number 2X104 2X10
4

2X10
4

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm) 2.25 2.32 2.31

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.076 0.075 0.075

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

6X10
9

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm) 0.98 0.99 0.99

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.55 0.56 0.58

Total Number 1X108 1X108 1X108

Total

Mean Size (pm) 2. 23 2, 29 2. 29

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.20 0.21 0.21

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

6X10
9

Mass of Total

(g H 20/g ex)

0. 069 0.076 0.079



Note the relatively small change in calculated values from

1.75 seconds to 7.66 seconds. The most significant change is with

the self nucleated droplets, because the smaller of these have not

frozen and are thus losing water to the surrounding frozen ice

particles. This is due to the higher water vapor pressure over the

surfaces of the unfrozen droplets, as discussed earlier.

The size distribution of generated ice crystals is shown in

Figure 9-6 for a packet travel time of 1.75 seconds.

Self Nucleated

Insoluble Particle
Nucleation

Soluble Particle
Nucleation

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ice Particle Diameter (4m)

7

Figure 9-6. Size distribution of generated ice particles for base
case and 1.75 seconds of packet travel time.

8

73
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From these curves one can determine the overall size dis-

tribution, as well as the contribution to the overall ice particle

population made by each of the three nucleating mechanisms.

Note that for the base case, the ice particles nucleated by the

soluble exhaust particles far outnumber those nucleated by the insol-

uble particles. The number of self nucleated droplets is insignifi-

cant. The overall characteristics of the produced ice particles are

thus very similar to those of the ice particles that were nucleated by

soluble particles.

The effects of changing various parameters from their base

values will be shown in the following subsections. Unless otherwise

noted, calculated results will reflect those at 1.75 seconds of packet

travel time from the exhaust outlet. Exceptions to this rule will occur

only when there is a sufficient change in ice particles as the packet

travel time is increased from 1.75 seconds.

Conditions not listed remain the same as those for the base

case. In this way, the effect of varying one or two variables may

be seen easily through comparison of calculated results with those

of the base case.

Effect of Varying the Exit Temperature
of the Exhaust Gas

The temperatures of the exhaust gases as they exit from the

exhaust pipe may be varied quite easily. In fact, they vary by a
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considerable amount between automobiles or, for the same auto-

mobile, with changes in driving modes and ambient air temperatures.

Table 9-2 contains computed results reflecting the effects on

produced ice particles of varying the exhaust gas exit temperature.

Note the importance of the self nucleated and insoluble particle

nucleated ice particles at the lower exit temperatures. Note also,

that the soluble particle nucleated ice particles are the only ones

present at higher exit temperatures. This is so because the satura-

tion ratio does not reach a high enough value to cause self nucleation

or nucleation on insoluble particles.

At higher exhaust exit temperatures, the total amount of

condensed water begins to decrease. This is reflected by the

decrease in the soluble particle nucleated ice particle diameters.

A large difference in the overall ice particle mean diameter

is noted as the exhaust exit temperature is varied from 350° K to

423° K. For increases in exhaust gas exit temperatures above 423' K

however, there is little change in the overall mean size of the ice

particles.

Effect of Varying Ambient Temperature

The ambient temperature and ambient water vapor content

have a great effect on the formation of condensation within an auto-

mobile exhaust plume. The effects of changing the ambient air
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Table 9-2. Variation with exhaust exit temperature of 1) the produced ice particle size distribution,
2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of condensed water vapor.

Exhaust Exit Temperature ( K)

350 423 500
**

800

Self Nucleation

Mean Size (pm) 0.76 0.71

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.037 0.079

Total Number 4X10
9

2X10
4 0.0 0.0

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm) 1.99 2.32 2.29 2.21

Std. Dev. (Pm) 0.074 0.075 0.073 0.088

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

6X10
9

6X10
9

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. (pm)

0.89

0.10

0.99

0.56

Total Number 8X10
10

1X108 0.0 0.0

Total

Mean Size ( pm) 0.96 2.29 2.29 2.21

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.30 0.21 0.073 0.088

Total Number 9X10
10 9

6X109
9

6X109
9

6X10

Mass of Total Liquid

(g H
2
0/g ex)

0.079 0.076 0.073 0.064

*

**

Denotes the base case.

Results (1 4.19 seconds.
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temperatures from 233°K to 215°K and 250°K are shown in Table

9-3. For each temperature, the ambient water vapor content was

varied to a value consistent with ice saturated conditions at that

temperature.

The ambient temperature of 215° K promotes a great deal of

ice particle nucleation and growth, while at the warmer temperature

of 250° K only the soluble particles nucleated ice particles. Note the

trend in the total number of droplets and the mass of liquid condensed

is inverse to the ambient temperature. The overall mean size of

the produced ice particles increases rapidly as the ambient air

temperature rises from 215° K to 233° K. As the ambient tempera-

ture continues to rise to 250°K, however, the ice particle mean size

drops off slightly.

Effect of Varying the Water Vapor
Content of the Exhaust Gas

Calculations were made for one condition where the water

vapor concentration was less than the base case, and one condition

where the exhaust water vapor content was greater than the base case.

The lean water situation typified the water vapor content of

exhaust gas from an automobile burning benzene as a fuel, instead

of commercial gasoline. The rich water case was designed to typify

the water vapor content of the exhaust from an automobile that was

using methane, CH4, for a fuel.
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Table 9-3, Variation with ambient air temperature of 1) the produced ice particle size distribution,
2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of condensed water vapor.

Ambient Air Temperature (°K)

215 233* 250

Self Nucleation

Mean Size (pm) 0.73 0.71

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.048 0.079

Total Number 6X10
9

2X10
4 0.0

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (PM) 2.12 2.32 2.17

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.074 0.075 0.079

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

6X109

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. (pm)

Total Number

0.82

0.090

7X10
10

0.99

0.56
8

1X10 0.0

Total

Mean Size (pm) 0.90 2.29 2.17

Std. Dev. (jim) 0.34 0.21 0,079

Total Number 8X1010 6X10
9 9

6X10

Mass of Total Liquid 0.083 0.076 0.056

(g
H2/g ex)

2

*
Denotes the base case.
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The water vapor contents were calculated, as was done earlier

for gasoline, by assuming that the combustion was taking place with

just the amount of oxygen necessary to oxidize the fuel to H2O and.

CO2 (stoichiometric conditions). For benzene the chemical formula

used for combustion was:

C 6H6 7.+ 7 5 0
2

+ 28.2 N2-4-6CO2 + 3H 20 + 28.2 N2 (9 -1)

From Equation (9-1), an exhaust water vapor content of 0.054 grams

of water vapor per gram of exhaust was found. Similarly, for

methane, a water vapor content of 0.148 grams of water per gram

of exhaust gas was found using Equation (9-2).

CH4 + 2 02 +7.5N 2-4-0O2 + 2H 20 + 7. 5N2 (9-2)

The exhaust gas water vapor content from automobiles burning

commercial gasoline was reported in a previous section as 0.084

grams of water per gram of exhaust gas.

Calculated results using the above noted water vapor contents

are listed in Table 9-4. From this table one sees that, the number

of ice particles increased with the increased water content, while the

mean ice particle size fell as the water content increased or de-

creased from that for gasoline. Note also, that the mass of water

condensed is directly related to the quantity of water contained in

the exhaust gas.
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Table 9-4. Variation with exhaust gas water vapor content of 1) the produced ice particle size
distribution, 2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of condensed
water vapor.

Water Vapor Content (g/g ex. )

0.054 0.084 O. 148

Self Nucleation

Mean Size ( 0.71 0.82

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.079 0.17

Total Number 0.0 2X10
4

2X108

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm) 1.99 2.32 2.68

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.079 0.075 0.066

Total Number 6X109 6X109 6X109

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm) 0.92 0.99 1.07

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.52 0.56 0.37

Total Number 1X10
4

1X108 2X10
10

Total

Mean Size ( pm ) 1.99 2.29 1.42

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.080 0.21 0.74

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

3X10
10

Mass of Total Liquid

(g H 20/ g ex)

0.048 0.076 0.133

*
Denotes the base case.
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One must remember that the above conditions reflect a change

only in the exhaust gas water vapor content without a change in

particle content. One would presume, however, that both methane

and benzene would produce less particulate than leaded gasoline.

With the above in mind, a comparison will be made between

the base case and cases with 0.054 and 0.148 grams of water vapor

per gram of exhaust gas and no soluble or insoluble particulate.

A Com.arison of the Base Case with Cases Havin'
No Particulate and Varying Water Content

The comparisons in this section seem to approach what one

might see, if one changed the fuel burned in an automobile from

leaded gasoline to methane or benzene. The comparison with

methane is especially interesting because of the increasing avail-

ability of natural gas in the arctic regions, and thus, the impetus

to fuel automobiles with natural gas, which is primarily methane.

In Table 9-5 are the calculated results of runs with F) base

case conditions, 2) no particulate and the exhaust gas water vapor

content equal to 0.054, and 3) no particulate and the exhaust gas

water vapor content equal to 0.148 grams per gram of exhaust gas.

Note that relative to the base case, relatively few ice particles

are formed with benzene as the fuel. Note, also, that those ice

particles formed have a very large mean diameter.
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Using methane as the fuel, the number of ice particles pro-

duced was much greater than for the base case. The produced ice

particles also had a slightly smaller diameter than those produced

while base case conditions were in effect.

As noted in the above tested cases, the total amount of con-

densed water vapor increased as the amount of water vapor con-

tained in the exhaust gas increased.

Note the trend toward smaller mean sizes for the produced

ice particles as the amount of water vapor contained in the exhaust

gas increased.

It was necessary to extend the growth time for the benzene

case from 1.75 to 3.54 seconds, since the ice particles had not

reached a stable size by the end of 1.75 seconds. This was due to

the relatively small number of droplets that were nucleated. Although

the saturation ratio was high, the relatively small number of droplets

was unable to grow rapidly enough to "use up" the water vapor in

1.75 seconds.

A Comparison of Cases with No Particles
and Varying Water Vapor Content

In the near future, the amount of particulate exhausted from

an automobile will be controlled by federal regulations (50). In

anticipation of this, a comparison was made between the base case
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Table 9-5. Variation with exhaust water vapor content of 1) the produced ice particle size
distribution, 2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of
condensed water vapor.

Water Vapor Content
*

0.054
**

0.084 0.148*

Self Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm) 9.79 0.71 1.33

Std. Dev. (prn) 1.96 0.079 0.,45

Total Number 3X10
7

2X10
4

7X10
10

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. (pm)

2.32

0.075

Total Number 0.0 6X10
9 0.0

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (um) 0.99

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.56

Total Number 0.0 1 X108 0.0

Total

Mean Size (Pm) 9.79 2.29 1.33

Std. Dev. (pm) 1.96 0.21 0.45

Total Number 3X10
7

6X10
9

7X10
10

Mass of Total Liquid

(g H 20/g ex)

0.016 0.076 0.126

*ExhaustExnaust gas has no particulate.

**
Condition @ 3.54 seconds.
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without particulate and the two cases above, typifying the burning of

benzene and methane.

Table 9-6 contains the comparisons of these cases. From

Table 9-6, one can see that the listed results follow a definite pat-

tern. The ice particle sizes decrease with additional exhaust water

vapor content, while the number of ice particles and total water

vapor condensed and frozen increase markedly with an increase

in the exhaust gas water vapor content.

The Effect of Varying the Concentration of Particulate
Contained in the Exhaust Gases

Up to this point, the particulate within the exhaust gas was

assumed to have a set size distribution and concentration. The

concentration of exhaust particulate may be varied, however, by

varying fuels, lead content of a fuel, engine operating conditions,

or by mechanically removing particulate from or adding particulate

to the exhaust gases. It is thus of interest to view the results of

computations based on varying exhaust gas particulate concentrations.

Cases where the exhaust particulate concentrations were

increased over that of the base case by a hundredfold and decreased

from that of the base case by a hundredfold were run. Cases were

also run where 1) the soluble particulate were removed and 2) the

insoluble particulate were removed. The resulting data and that
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Table 9-6. Variation with exhaust gas water vapor content of 1) the produced ice particle size

distribution, 2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of condensed

water vapor.

Water Vapor Content
**

0.054 0.084 0.148

Self Nucleation

Mean Size ( prn) 9.79 1,53 1.33

Std. Dev. ( pm) 1.96 0.77 0.45

Total Number 3X10
7 2X10

10 7X10
10

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. ( pm)

Total Number 0.0 0.0 0.0

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. (pm)

Total Number 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total

Mean Size ( pm) 9.79 1.53 1.33

Std. Dev. (jam) 1.96 0.77 0.45

Total Number 3X10
7 2X10

10 7X1010

Mass of Total Liquid

(g I-120/g ex)

0.016 0.066 0,126

*
In all three cases, exhaust gas has no particulate.

* *Condition p 3.54 seconds.
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from the base case are found in Table 9-7.

Note that the concentration of particulate exerts a great influ-

ence on the resultant ice particle size distributions and concentra-

tions. As the concentration of particulate increases from one

hundredth of the base concentration to 100 times the base concen-

tration, the overall mean size of the produced ice particles is

reduced from 2.2 micrometers to 0.5 micrometers. Concurrently,

the produced ice particle concentration rises by a factor of 100.

The mass of condensed water vapor remains constant with the

variation of exhaust gas particulate. This is due to the inverse

shift in self nucleated ice particles. As the number of soluble and

insoluble particle nucleated ice particles increases, the number of

self nucleated ice particles decreases.

Note also, the reduction in droplets nucleated by the insoluble

exhaust particles as the concentration of exhaust particles increases.

One would expect that with an increased concentration of insoluble

particles, the rate of droplet nucleation by insoluble particles would

increase. This is not so, however, because the increased concentra-

tion of more efficient soluble particles quickly reduces the water

vapor content below even the threshold content needed for nucleation

on insoluble particles.

The effect of the soluble particles on the base case is clearly

seen in the last two cases listed in Table -9 -7. Note that without the
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Table 9-8. Variation with chemical composition of the exhaust contained soluble particles of
1) the produced ice particle size distribution, 2) the produced ice particle concen-
tration, and 3) the mass of condensed water vapor.

Soluble Particle Composition

P bBrCl* NaC1

Self Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm)

Std. Dev. (p m)

Total Number

0.71

0.079

2X10
4

0.69

0.042

2X101

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (iirn) 2.32 2.32

Std. Dev. (Pm) 0.075 0.090

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Si ze ( Pm) 0.99 0.97

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.56 0.64

Total Number 1X10
8 6X103

Total

Mean Size (pm) 2.29 2.32

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.21 0.091

Total Number 6X10
9 6X10

9

Mass of Total liquid

(g H
2
0/g ex)

0.076 0.076

*
Denotes the base case.
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soluble particulate, the overall mean ice particle size is 1. 3

micrometers with a total concentration of 3 X 1010 ice particles

per gram of exhaust gas. With the soluble particulate, though,

the mean ice particle size reaches 2.3 micrometers, while the

overall ice particle concentration is reduced by a factor of 5.

The effect of the insoluble particles is not as strong, how-

ever. Note that even without the insoluble particles present, the

calculated results are very close to those calculated for the base

case.

The Effect of Varying the Soluble
Particle Characteristics

The soluble particle chemical composition has been assumed

to be the relatively insoluble PbBrC1 (61). This is in agreement with

research listed in previous sections. A test case was run to deter-

mine what the effect on resultant ice particles would be if the soluble

particle chemical makeup was changed from the relatively insoluble

PbBrC1 to the more soluble NaCl. The comparison of this case

with the base case is shown in Table 9-8.

Note that the change in the chemical characteristics of the

soluble particulate had very little effect on the final ice particle

size distribution or concentration. Also, there was an insignificant

effect on the mass of water vapor condensed.
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Table 9-7. Variation with exhaust gas particle content of 1) the produced ice particle size
distribution, 2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of
condensed water vapor.

Particulate Concentration
0.01 100 No No

X X Sol. Insol.

Base Base* Base Part. Part.

Self Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm)

Std. Dev. ( pm)

Total Number

1.88

0.79

6X10
9

0.71

0.079

2X10
4 0.0

1.01

0.33

1X10
8

0.60

0.089

1X10
5

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (Pm) 6.24 2.32 0.50 2.33

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.054 0.075 0.033 0.077

Total Number 6X10
7

6X10
9

6X10
11 0.0 6X10

9

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm) 4.04 0.99 1.34

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.57 0.56 0.54

Total Number 8X10
8

1X10
8

0.0 3X10
10

0.0

Total

Mean Size (Pm) 2.16 2.29 0.50 1.34 2.33

Std. Dev. (pm) 1.10 0.21 0.033 0.54 0.077

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

6X10
11

3X10
10

6X10
9

Mass of Total Liquid

(g H 20/g ex)

0.074 0.076 0.076 0.074 0.076

*Denotes the base case.
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A slight decrease in the self nucleated and insoluble particle

nucleated droplets is observed in going from the base case to the

case where NaC1 particles were substituted for the PbBrC1 particles.

This decrease, no doubt, is due to the initially faster droplet growth

rate of droplets nucleated by NaC1 rather than PbBrCl. This would

then reduce the saturation ratio more rapidly and, thus, decrease

the number of self and insoluble particle nucleations.

The Effect of Varying the Exhaust Exit Temperature
when No Particulate is Present in the Exhaust Gas

In the subsection entitled. Effect of Varying the Exit Tempera-

ture of the Exhaust Gas, the effect of varying the exhaust gas exit

temperature was determined on the base case. It is interesting,

also, to look at the effect of varying the exhaust exit temper-

ature when the exhaust gases contain no particulate.

Table 9-9 contains computed results for cases where no

particulate were present and exhaust exit temperatures ranged from

360° K to 600°K. A study of Table 9-9 indicates that as the initial

exhaust temperature increases, the number of ice particles produced

decreases markedly. In fact, the produced ice particle concentra-

tion ranges from 2 X 1011 per gram of exhaust gas for a 360° K

initial exhaust gas temperature to zero for an initial exhaust temper-

ature of 600° K. Of the ice particles formed, those formed from the
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Table 9-9. Variation with exhaust gas temperature of 1) the produced ice particle size distribution,
2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of condensed water vapor.

Exhaust Gas Exit Temperature (°K)
* *

360 423 500 600

Self Nucleation

Mean Size (pm) 0.84 1.53 7.3

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.11 0.77 1.32

Total Number
11

2X10 2X10
10

3X10
8 0.0

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. ( pm)

Total Number 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm)

Std. Dev. (pm)

Total Number 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total

Mean Size ( pm) 0.84 1.53 7.3

Std. Dev. (pm) 0.11 0.77 1.32

Total Number 2X10
11

2X1010 3X10
8 0.0

Mass of Total Liquid

(g I-1.20/g ex)

0.060 0.066 0.066 0.0

*Exhaust gas has no particulate.

**Droplets not frozen.
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high initial temperature exhausts were much larger than those

formed from the low temperature exhaust.

For the first three cases, the total amount of condensed water

vapor remained fairly constant, but, of course, went to zero when

no droplets were nucleated. Note the difference between these cases

and the cases listed in the subsection entitled. Effect of Varying

Exhaust Exit Temperature. The presence of particulate, especially

soluble particulate, tended to dampen the effect caused by changing

the exhaust exit temperature. That is, the number of produced ice

particles remained fairly constant when a large number of soluble

particles were present in the exhaust gas.

The reason for the reduction in the production of self nucleated

ice particles with increasing initial exhaust temperatures, is that

more air is required to cool the hotter gases. Thus, by the time

the hotter gases are cooled, they have been diluted enough to reduce

the ultimate saturation ratio.

The computed results for the initial exhaust gas temperature

of 360° K are unique, in that most of the produced droplets are below

one micrometer in diameter, and they do not contain solid impurities,

because they are self nucleated. Thus, according to the discussion

on droplet freezing, presented in Section VIII and Figure 8-1, the

droplets would not freeze. This, in fact is the case. The computer

run was terminated at 1.75 seconds but had it not been, the droplets
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would have evaporated as they were dispersed into the dryer ice

saturated air.

Thus, at most, only a small fraction of the droplets, shown

in Table 9-9 for the 360° K case, could be classified as ice particles.

The Effect of Changing the Exit
Velocity of the Exhaust Gas

The exhaust gas exit velocity for a late model automobile,

whose engine was operating at a fast idle, was calculated as 1570

cm per second in Section VIII of this thesis. From Equation (6-9)

observe that the rate of dilution of an exhaust gas packet is strongly

influenced by the exhaust gas exit velocity. Thus, by varying the ex-

haust gas exit velocity, the exhaust gas cooling rate can be changed:

d (mA ) (1 + mV ) (V x=0)
x x=0

dt
2
3/2d-12

Y
3/2 t12

(6-9)

The results of computations for exhaust gas exit velocities of from

675 cm per second to 3850 cm per second are shown in Table 9-10.

Note that the mean size of the produced ice particles increases

as the exhaust gas exit velocity decreases, while the overall num-

ber of produced ice particles increases slightly with increasing

exhaust gas velocities.

The mass of condensed water vapor increases slightly with
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Table 9-10. Variation with initial exhaust gas velocity of 1) the produced ice particle size
distribution, 2) the produced ice particle concentration, and 3) the mass of
condensed water vapor.

Initial Velocity (cm/sec)

675 750 1570 3850

Self Nucleation

Mean Size (pm ) 0.71 0.77

Std. Dev. ( Pm) 0.079 0.059

Total Number 0.0 0.0 2X10
4

1X10
9

Soluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size ( pm) 2.35 2.38 2.32 1.41

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.068 0,070 0.075 0.085
9 9 9 9

Total Number 6X10 6X10 6X10 6X10

Insoluble Particle Nucleation

Mean Size (pm) 0.86 0.99 1.10

Std. Dev. ( pm) 0.0 0.56 0.19

Total Number 0.0 2X10 1X108 7X10
10

Total

Mean Size ( pm) 2.35 2.38 2.29 1.12

Std. Dev. ( Pm) 0.068 0.07 0.21 0.21

Total Number 6X10
9

6X10
9

6X109 8X10
9

Mass of Total Liquid

(g H
2
0/g ex)

0.073 0.073 0.076 0.078

Denotes the base case.
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increased exhaust gas exit velocities. This reflects the increased

concentration of produced ice particles as the exhaust gas exit

velocity is increased.

Note that for very high exhaust gas exit velocities, ice particles

that were self nucleated and nucleated on insoluble particles control

the overall ice particle size distribution. For low exhaust gas

velocities, however, the soluble particle nucleated ice particles

control the overall ice particle size distribution.

Summary of Computed Results

Computed results for the base case conditions were presented.

Computed results presented as a function of time included: 1) the

distance the exhaust gas packet traveled, 2) the mass of air added

to the exhaust gas packet, 3) the packet temperature, 4) the satura-

tion ratio of the water vapor within the packet, and 5) the mass of

water vapor condensed within the exhaust gas packet.

Also listed were the produced ice particle mean sizes,

standard deviations, and total numbers for exhaust gas packet

travel times of 0. 5, 1.75, and 7.66 seconds. This information was

listed for 1) self nucleated ice particles, 2) soluble particle nucle-

ated ice particles, 3) insoluble particle nucleated ice particles, and

4) the total of the produced ice particles. The mass of water vapor

that was condensed for each of the above noted exhaust gas packet
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travel times was also listed.

In addition to the above, the size distribution of the base case

produced ice particles within the exhaust packet after 1. 75 seconds

travel time was presented in graphical form. From these curves

one could observe the contribution to the overall size distribution

of the self nucleated, soluble particle nucleated, and insoluble

particle nucleated ice particles.

Finally, computed results were presented which reflected the

effect of several exhaust gas parameters on the produced ice par-

ticles. These parameters were 1) the exhaust gas exit temperature,

2) the ambient air temperature, 3) the water vapor content of the

exhaust gas, 5) the number and chemical make-up of the particles in

the exhaust gas, and 6) the exhaust gas exit velocity.

Each parameter was varied through a realistic range while,

for the most part, holding the others at their base case values. The

computed results for each of the varied cases were then compared to

the base case.

In a few cases, two of the parameters were varied simultane-

ously. Again the calculated results were compared to the base case.
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X. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A model has been constructed and programmed on a digital

computer. The purpose of the computerized model was to predict

the concentration and size distribution of ice fog particles produced

from automobile exhaust in arctic conditions.

The model was first used to predict the concentration and size

distribution of ice fog particles produced by a typical late model

automobile operating in a congested arctic city. This initially

modeled case was referred to as the base case.

The model predicted that an automobile operating at conditions

similar to those describing the base case would produce ice particles

whose mean diameter was 2.3 micrometers as shown in Figure 9-6

and Table 9-1. Figure 9-6 and. Table 9-1, obtained from the base

case, show that most of the produced ice particles would contain

solid particulate.

These results compare very favorably with information per-

taining to ice fog particles which was published by Huffman and

Ohtake (63) and by Ohtake (110).

Huffman and. Ohtake's work contained ice particle size distribu-

tions measured in downtown Fairbanks, Alaska. The measurements

were conducted during periods when the ambient temperatures were

between 233°K and 248°K. From these measurements, they reported
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that the ice particles generated by automobiles have a mean diameter

of about 3. 5 micrometers. From additional measurements, Ohtake

(110, p. 17) presented a series of ice particle size distributions

obtained during ice fog episodes at ambient temperatures ranging

from 223°K to 226°K. These size distributions indicated that the

mean sizes of the ice particles in urban areas ranged from 1

micrometer to 3. 5 micrometers. Thus, the mean measured size

of produced ice particles lies between 1 and 3. 5 micrometers for

an ambient temperature of 233 ° K.

From a table of values prepared by Ohtake (110, p. 46), it was

determined that more than 95% of the ice particles sampled from

ice fogs in urban areas contained solid nuclei. From 80% to 90%

of the nuclei were definitely identified as particles resulting from

combustion. This agrees with the base case computed results in

which most of the produced ice particles were observed to have

combustion generated nuclei.

Thus, although droplet and/or ice particle measurements

obtained directly from automobile exhausts were not found in the

literature, measurements of ambient ice fog in areas where auto-

mobile exhausts contributed heavily to the ice fog substantiated the

base case computed results.

Using the model, computations were made with various

parameters changed from their base case values. These results
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were then compared to the base case results to determine what

effect the variation of the parameters had on 1) ice particle size

distribution, 2) ice particle concentration, and 3) the total amount

of condensed water vapor.

A discussion of the conclusions reached from these calcula-

tions follows. The discussion is based on the results listed in the

last section.

It was found that in most cases, a constant ice particle size

distribution and concentration was reached within 1.75 seconds

after the exhaust gas had left the exhaust pipe. The exhaust gas

packet travel time for this case is approximately equal to the time

it would take the exhaust gas packet to travel 350 cm. from the

exhaust pipe.

It was also found that for the base case, the soluble particle

nucleated ice particles were of much more importance to the overall

ice particle size distribution than were either the insoluble particle

nucleated ice particles or the self nucleated ice particles.

This is so because water vapor may begin condensing and form-

ing droplets on soluble particles when the saturation ratio reaches

about unity, while insoluble particle nucleated and self nucleated

droplets do not form and begin growing until the saturation ratio

reaches at least 3.

As a result, the saturation ratio is "held down" by the soluble
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particles, thus inhibiting a great number of insoluble particles

from nucleating droplets and a great number of self nucleated drop-

lets from nucleating and growing.

The above is demonstrated by the results listed in Tables 9-2,

9-3, 9-4, and 9-10. The soluble particle nucleated ice particles

dominate when conditions are such that high saturation ratios are

not quickly reached. From Tables 9-2, 9-3, 9-4, and 9-10, respec-

tively, these conditions are 1) high initial exhaust gas temperatures,

2) high ambient air temperatures, 3) low initial exhaust water vapor

contents, and 4) low exhaust gas exit velocities.

The soluble particles in the base case automobile exhaust were

treated as lead halides. It was concluded, from the results shown

in Table 9-7, that if these lead halide particles were removed from

the automobile exhaust gases, the mean diameter of the produced

ice particles would be reduced from 2.3 micrometers to 1.3

micrometers. The concentration of produced ice particles would,

for the same case, increase by a factor of 5.

The removal of the insoluble particles from the automobile

exhaust gases, however, would have very little effect on the resultant

ice particle mean sizes and concentrations, according to the compiled

results contained in Table 9-7.

Based entirely on ice fog considerations, it was concluded that

a fuel with a high carbon-hydrogen ratio, such as benzene, would be
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a better fuel for arctic vehicles than either gasoline or methane

(natural gas). This conclusion was based on computations presented

in Table 9-5 which show that an automobile operating with benzene

as a fuel would produce fewer ice particles than an automobile

operating on leaded gasoline or methane. In addition, the ice

particles produced by the automobile operating on benzene would

have much larger mean diameters (9. 8 micrometers) than those

produced by the gasoline powered vehicle (2. 3 micrometers). An

automobile operating on methane was shown, from Table 9-5, to

produce about ten times more ice particles than a gasoline powered

automobile. It was also observed, that these ice particles from the

methane powered automobile were smaller (1.3 micrometers) than

those produced by the gasoline powered automobile (2.3 micrometers).

High exhaust gas exit temperatures tended to decrease the

concentration and increase the mean diameter of the ice particles.

This is illustrated in Tables 9-2 and 9-9. Table 9-2 shows what

would happen to the size distribution and concentration of ice par-

ticles when the exhaust gas exit temperatures were varied on an

automobile using leaded gasoline. The same effects were listed in

Table 9-9 for an exhaust gas without particulate. Note that for

this case, the effects of changing the exit temperature were in the

same directions but much more pronounced than those reported in

Table 9-2 for the automobile whose exhaust contained the particulate.
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Table 9-10 shows that the exhaust gas exit velocity should be

slower than that for the base case in order to decrease the number

of ice particles generated and to increase the mean size of the pro-

duced ice particles. Normally, to decrease the exhaust gas velocity,

one would enlarge the exhaust pipe outlet. If this method of decreas-

ing the exhaust gas velocity was used, the effects would be more

pronounced than those shown in Table 9-10. The computed results

shown in Table 9-10 were based on the base case sized exhaust pipe.

This is illustrated by Equation (6 -8) which predicts that the rate of

dilution of the exhaust gases with the ambient air is decreased, not

only by decreasing the initial exhaust gas velocity, but also by

increasing the exhaust pipe diameter.

According to results presented in Table 9-3, the ambient air

temperature affects the size distribution and concentration of pro-

duced ice particles. As the ambient air temperature decreases,

the mean produced ice particle size decreases and the number of ice

particles formed increases.

Table 9-8 allows the conclusion that the chemical makeup of

the soluble particles in the exhaust gas does not influence, to any

great extent, the size distribution or number of ice particles pro-

duced. Calculated values of produced ice particle sizes and concen-

trations were compared for the base case and for a case where

NaCI particles had been substituted for the comparatively insoluble
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PbBrC1 particles.

The change in the calculated results was very small. This

lack of sensitivity to the chemical makeup of the soluble particles

is predictable because the effect of the soluble particle, after it

nucleates a droplet, disappears very quickly. This is due to the

dilution effect of the water condensed upon the soluble particle con-

tained droplet. As the droplet grows, it quickly acquires the charac-

teristics of a pure water droplet.

In summary, the computed ice particle characteristics from

the base case were compared to those computed after varying the

following conditions:

1) The exhaust gas exit temperature

a) with particulate

b) without particulate

2) The ambient air temperature

3) The exhaust gas water vapor content

a) with particulate

b) without particulate

4) The exhaust gas particulate concentration and chemical

nature

5) The exhaust gas exit velocity

It was concluded, from the above noted comparisons, that in

order to reduce the number of generated ice particles and increase
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their mean diameter, one should vary each of the above listed condi-

tions in such a way as to decrease the rate of rise and the peak value

of the saturation ratio within the exhaust gas. Specific recommenda-

tions are listed in Table 10-1.

For the most part, the directions of change listed in Table

10-1 are valid for all exhaust conditions. An exception, however,

is the direction of change listed for soluble particles contained in

an exhaust gas. If very high saturation ratios were expected, an

increase in the concentration of soluble particles, from the base

case concentration, would decrease the concentration and increase

the mean diameter of the ice particles from the exhaust gas. This

is so because an increase in the soluble particle content would lower

the maximum saturation ratio and thus prevent a large number of self

nucleated ice particles from forming.

Summarizing, in this thesis a model was described which can

be used to predict the number and mean size of ice particles that are

generated from the exhaust gases of an automobile operating in very

cold weather. It was shown that the computed results agreed quite

closely with the best of the relevant, experimentally obtained data.

The model was also used to determine how automobile produced ice

particulate would change with variations in the parameters affecting

the exhaust gas.

It should be noted that the use of the described model is not
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Table 10-1. Recommended changes in the variables affecting an automobile exhaust in order
to reduce the concentration and increase the mean size of generated ice particles.

Variable Direction of change from base case

Increase Decrease

Exhaust gas exit
temperature

Ambient air
temperature

Exhaust gas water
vapor content

Exhaust gas exit
velocity

Diameter of the
exhaust pipe
outlet

Concentration of
soluble particles
in the exhaust

Concentration of
insoluble particles
in the exhaust

X

X

X

X

X

X
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limited to only automobile exhaust plumes. Due to the general nature

of the equations used in the construction of the model, the model can

be used in almost any plume condensing and/or freezing process.

The model can also be used to predict droplet and/or particle

sizes and concentrations resulting from the condensation of non-

aqueous vapors.
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XI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Experimental Verification of the Model

Earlier in this thesis the output of the model was verified by

comparing it to data obtained from urban ice fog. It is recommended

that a project be undertaken to verify, more directly, the model

output. This could be accomplished by making measurements of

the droplet and ice particle characteristics within a condensing-

freezing exhaust plume. These measurements could then be com-

pared to the computed results for the plume in question.

Refinement of Input Data for the Model

The accuracy of the results computed using the model was

limited by the accuracy of the data input to the model. A list of

the data which need further refinement follows:

1) The concentration and size distribution of particulate

contained in automobile exhaust gases

2) The chemical makeup of particulate contained in automobile

exhaust gases

3) The liquid water and ice nucleating characteristics of the

surface of the particles contained, in the automobile exhaust

4) The surface tension of water as the curvature of the surfaces

increases.
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Items 1, 2, and 3 above, apply to the nucleation and freezing

of water droplets on particles. Item 4, the surface tension of liquid

water, is a very important term in the equations which are used to

predict the rate of droplet nucleation.

Application of the Model to Other Cases

The model, although developed for an automobile exhaust

plume, is quite general in nature. It is suggested that the model

could be used to model other plumes containing aqueous and/or non-

aqueous vapors. Some modifications to the model may be necessary.

For the conditions discussed in this thesis, it was not neces-

sary to account for 1) the effect of particulate in the ambient air,

2) the motion of the particulate contained in the exhaust gas relative

to the exhaust gas, 3) the transfer of heat to or from the plume by

radiation, and 4) the interaction of the particles and droplets con-

tained in the exhaust gas.

If the model is applied to a different case, it may be necessary

to modify the model to account for one or more of the above listed

effects.
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APPENDIX A



1 25

NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION VII AND
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM

AID( J, K): number of insoluble particles from class K that

acted as ice particle nuclei during the J time

step.

BETA: acceptable absolute difference between estimated

and calculated final packet temperature.

CPE: constant pressure specific heat of exhaust gas.

DDI( J, K): updated diameter of ice particles on insoluble

particles of class K that were nucleated during

the J time step.

DDSIS(K): updated diameter of ice particles nucleated on

soluble particles of group K.

DDSN(J): updated diameter of self nucleated ice particles

formed during the J time step.

DIP(I): diameter of insoluble particles of class I.

DSP( J): diameter of soluble particles of class J.

FICE(I2): mass of droplets nucleated on insoluble particles

that were frozen during time step

FMAA(I2): mass of air added to the exhaust gas packet

during the i time step.
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FMLA(I2): mass of water vapor condensed during the i

time step.

FMLAGSNS(I2): mass of liquid added to growing self nucleated

ice particles during the i time step.

FMLAS(12): mass of vapor condensed and frozen on soluble

particle nucleated ice particles during the i

time step.

FMLF(I2): total mass of droplets frozen during i time step.

FMLFIP( J, K ): mass of droplets nucleated by an, insoluble

particle of group K which were frozen during

the J time step.

FMLIP(I2): mass of vapor condensed and frozen on insoluble

particle nucleated ice particles during the i

time step.

FMTA(I2): cumulative mass of air added to the exhaust gas

packet through the i time step.

FMTL(I2): total mass of liquid present during the i time

step.

FMTV(I2): mass of water vapor present during the i time

step.

FMWE: molecular weight of the exhaust gas.

FNA(I2): number of droplets formed by self nucleation

during the i time step.



FNIP(I):

FNIP( J, K):

FNSP( J):

FSAVE(I2):

FUSION(I2):
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number of insoluble particles of the I group.

number of insoluble particles of class K which

had not served as droplet nuclei by the end of

time step J.

number of soluble particles of the J group.

mass of soluble particle nucleated droplets frozen

during the i time step.

mass of self nucleated droplets frozen during

the i time step.
I2WRITE1,

IZWRITE5: time steps at which calculated information

printout is desired.

ITER: number of iterations required for time step i.

MEANIS: mean insoluble particle nucleated ice particle

diameter.

MEANSN: mean self nucleated ice particle diameter

MEANSOL: mean soluble particle nucleated ice particle

diameter.

NJ: number of self nucleated droplet freezing test

pairs.

NK: number of classes of soluble particles and number

of soluble particle nucleated droplet freezing

test pairs.
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NM: number of classes of insoluble particles and

number of insoluble particle nucleated droplet

freezing test pairs.

OVMEAN: overall mean ice particle diameter

OVSIG: overall standard deviation of diameters of

produced ice particles..

S(12): saturation ratio during i time step.

saturation ratio with respect to ice during i

time step.

SIGIS: standard deviation of diameters of insoluble

particle nucleated ice particles.

SIGSN: standard deviation of diameters of self nucleated

ice particles.

SIGSOL: standard deviation of diameters of soluble

particle nucleated ice particles.

SMOLES( J): moles of ions formed when one soluble particle

of group J is dissolved.

SNICE(I2): mass of water vapor condensed and frozen on

self nucleated ice particles during i time step.

SSM(J): solubility of material composing the soluble

particles of group J.

STEP: number of time step
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SVP(I2): saturation vapor pressure over water at the

packet temperature, TA(I2), during the i time

step.

SVPI(I2): saturation vapor pressure over ice at the packet

temperature, TA(I2), during the i time step.

TA: average packet temperature during time step i.

TE(I2): estimated packet temperature at end of time

step i.

TF( J), DFL( J): self nucleated droplet freezing parameters;

TF(J) is maximum allowed temperature, DFL(J)

is minimum droplet diameter ( °K, cm).

TFI(I), D FI(I): insoluble particle nucleated droplet freezing

parameters; TFI(I) is maximum allowed tem-

perature, DFI(I) is minimum allowed droplet

diameter (° K, cm).

TFS(J),DFLS(J): soluble particle nucleated droplet freezing

parameters; TFS(J) is maximum allowed tem-

perature, DFLS(J) is minimum allowed droplet

diameter ( ° K, cm).

THETA(I2): length of time step i.

TIME: cumulative time including the i time step.

TO: ambient air temperature.



VPO:

Y(I):

130

partial pressure of water vapor in ambient air

(atmospheres)

cosine of contact angle formed by water droplet

on insoluble particle of class I.
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PROGRAM FROST
INTEGER FREEZE
DIMENSION FMAA(150),T(150),FMLA(150),FMLF(150),FMTV(150),FMTL(150)
DIMENSION FMTA(150),S(150),SVP(150),SVPI(150), NA(150),THETA(150)
DIMENSION FMLASN(150),FMLAGSN(150),FMLIP(150),FMLAGIN(150,10)
DIMENSION FMLAS(15C) FMLAIP(150),FNA(150),ODSN(150),FMLFSN(150)
DIMENSION F28(150),TF(1),DFL(10),SSM(10),DSP(10),TES(10),DFLS(10)

4-,SMOLES(10), FML(10),DDS2(10), AA(10), KSAVE(10), FNSP(10), DOSIS(

T10), F5B(10), TMLAS(10), FMLFSP(11) ,FMLAGSNS(15.0)
DIMENSION TFI(10),OFI(10),DIP(10),Y(10),FNIP(10),FMLP(10)
DIMENSION FREEZE(150,10),FMLFIP(150,10),AID(150,13)100I(150,1C)
DIMENSION ITER(150),SNICE(150),TIME(15C)
05=0.100062
C1=2.0E+37
C2=6.J9E+03
PI=3./4
C11=4.85E+05
CF11=1.29*O11
C12= 0.735
JSAVEI =0
READ(5,82)NJOK,NM,I2WRITE1,I2WRITE2,I2WRITE3,I2WRITE4,I2WRITE5

82 FORMAT(10I5)
WRITE(6,91)NJ,NK,NtO,I2WRITE1,I2WRITE2,I2WRITE3,I2WRITE4,I2WRITE5

91 FORMAT(1X,8(I5,1X))
DC 3 J=1,NJ
REA0(5,81)TF(J),DFL(J)

3 WRITE(6,93) TF(J), OFL(J)
DO S J = 1,NK
READ (5,81) TFS(J), DFLS(J), SSM(J), OSP(J), SMOLES(J), ENSP(J)
DOSIS(J) = OSP(J)
00S2(J) = DSP(J)

5 WRITE(6,93) TFS(J), DELS(J),SSM(J) DSP(J),SMOLES(J),
4FNSP(J)
DO 11 I=1,N4
REA0(5,81)TFI(I),DEI(I),DIP(I),Y(I),FNIP(I)

11 WRITE(6,93)TFI(I),DFI(I),DIP(I),Y(I),FNIP(I)
93 FORMAT(1X, 12E11.3)

I=0
DO 4 J=1,100
FMLAGSNS(J) = 0.0
FMTL(J) = 0.0
NA(J)=0
FNA(J)=0.0
FMLFSN(J)=0.0
FMLIP(J)=0.0
DC 4 K=1,NM
FREEZE(J,K)=0
EMLFIF(J,K)=0.0
AID(J,K)=00.0

4 ODI(J,K)=0.0
READ(5,81)TO,T(1),CPE,FMTV(1),FMWEOPOOETA
WRITE(6,93)TO,T(1),CPEIFMTV(1),FMWE,VPOISETA
IF(E0F(5))G0 TO 11C

81 FORMAT(8F10.0)
FMTA(1)=0.0
FMTL(1)=0.0
S(1)=0.0
THETA(1)=0.0
SVFI(1)=0.0
SVP(1)=0.0
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FMAA(1)=9.0
SUMTA=0.0
FSUM0 = 0.0
XSUMP = 0.0
YSUMP = 0.0
ADTI4E=0.0

1 I=I+1
I2=I+1
F4LAIP(I2)=0.0
READ(5,8J)FMAA(I2),THETA(I2),DELTAT,ISTOP
IF(E0F(5))G0 TO 110
ICT=3
IS=I

80 FORMAT(3F10.0,I5)
IF(I.ED.1)30,31

30 TE=((CPE + 0.44*FMTV(I))*T(I) + FMAA(I2)*TO*0.24)/(0.244FMAA(I2)
304+CPE + 0.44*FMTV(I))

GC TO 32
31 TE=T(I)-THETA(I2)!.(T(I-1)-T(I))/THETA(I)
32 SUMTA=SUMTA+FMAA(I2)

FMTA(I2) = SUMTA
ADTIAE=ADTIME+THETA(I2)
TIME(I2)=ADTIME

2 FMTV(I2) = FMTV(I) - FMLA(I)
TA=(T(I)+TE)*0.5
SVP(I2)=0.00611*EXP(5400.*(0.00366-1./TA))
SVPI(I2)=0.00611*EXP(6140.*(0.00366-1./TA))
S(I2)=29.0*FMTV(I2)*FMWE+18.*VPO*FMTA(I2)*FMWE
S(I2)=S(I2)/(SVP(I2)*(520.0+18.*FMWE*FMTA(I2)+29.*FMWE*FMTV(I2)))
SI=S(I2)*(SVP(I2)/SVPI(I2))
AK=1.79E-07*TA+0.00001
0=0.239*(TA/281.)*41.5
IF(IS.EQ. 1) GO TO 28
IF(IS.NE.I2)G0 TO 28
IF( S(I2) .LE. 1.0) 26,27

26 FMLASN(I2)= 0.0
FMLAIP(I2) =0.0
FNA(I2) = 0.0
GO TO 28

27 A3 = TA4TA
ALGS = ALOG(S(I2))
CO = C5/(TA*ALGS)
SIGQUB=(-0.1614TA+119.7)**3.0
AI = C1 *SVP(I2)*SVP(I2)*S(I2)*S(I2) /A3
AII=-C2*SIGOU8/(13*TA4ALGS**2)
IF(AII.LT.-700.) All = -700.
IF(AII.GT. 700.) All = 700.
AI = AI4EXP(AII)
AI = AI*((520. + 18.0*FMTA(I2)4FMWE + 29.04TMTV(I2)*FMWE)42.24E+04

%*TA)/(1.42E+05*FMWE)
AIT = AI*THETA(I2)
IF(AIT.LT. 1.0) 29,33

29 FMLASN(I2) = 0.0
GO TO 34

33 FIB = 0.24ALOG(CO) + 01.90
IF(F19.LE. 0.01) FIB = 0.01
IF(F1B.GT.1.0) F13 = 1.0
DMOT = (011/(AK*TO*T0)) + (C124TA/(D*F1B4SVP(I2)))
Brim* = co*cs(I2)-1.0mmoT
FMLASN(I2) = AIT*(0MDT*0.5*THETA(I2) +0.5236*CD443)

34 PSUM ? =0.0
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FMLP(K)=0.0
IF(FAIP(K).LT.1.0) GO TO 75
X=DIP(K)/C0
Z=1.1+X*X-2.0*X*Y(K)
Z=SORT(Z)
XYZ=(X-Y(K))/Z
FXY = 1.0 + (1.0 - X*Y(K)/Z)**3 +

(X**3)*(2.0-3.0*XYZ+XYZ**3)+3.*X*X*Y(K)*(XY7-
$1.0)
AJ=(3.14E+25)*DIP(K)*DIP(K)
AJJ=3IGQU9*C2*FXY/(T4**3*ALGS*ALGS)
IF(AJJ.GT. 700.0) AJJ =
IF(AJJ.LT.- 703.C) AJJ =-700.
AJ = AJ/EXP(AJJ)
AID(I2,K)=AJ*THETA(I2)*FNIP(K)
IF(AI0(I2,K).LT.1.C) GO TO 75
IF(AID(I2,K).GT.FNIP(K)) AID(I2,K)=FNIP(K)
F3B=1.2*ALOG(DIP(K))+1.9
IF(F39.GT.1.0)F33=1.0
IF(F39.LT.0.01)F31=6.01
FMLP(K)=(THETA(I2)*DIP(K)*S(I2)*AIO(I2,K)40.5)
FMLP(K)=FMLP(K)/((C11/(AK4TO*T0))+(C12*TA/(0*F3B*SVP(I2))))
DOI(I2,K)=(1.91083*(FMLP(K)/AID(I2,K)+C.523*9IP(K)**3))**C.3323333
FNIP(K)=FNIP(K)-AIC(I2,K)

75 PSUMP=PSUmP+FmLP(K)
FMLAIP(I2)=PSUMP

28 ADOSUM = 0.0
FSUM = 0.0
FSUM° = 0.0
XSUMP = 0.0
DO 200 M = 1,NK
IF(FASP(m) .E0. 3.C) GO TO 200
F5B(1) = 0.2*ALOG(DOSIS(M)) + 01.90
IF(F5B(M) .GT. 1.0) F59(M) = 1.0
IF(F59(M).LT. 0.01) F5B(M) =0.01
FML(1) = 0.0291*(DOSIS(M) **3 - OSP(M)**3)
AA(M) = FML(M) /(FML(M) + SMOLES(M))
IF(AA(M).LT.SSM(M)) AA(M) = SSM(M)
SCF = C11
SOVPI = SVP(I2)
SIO = S(I2)
IF(T(I) .GT. TFS(1) ) GO TO 204
MSAVE = 1

DO 235 JJ = 2,NK
IF(TFS(JJ) . GT. 'NI)) GO TO 2CF
MSAVE = JJ-1
GO 70 206

205 CONTINUE
MSAVE = NK

206 IF(DDSIS(M) . GT. DFLS(MSAVE)) 207, 2C4
207 SCF = CF11

SOVPI = SVPI(I)
SIO = SI

204 TMLA3(M) = DOSIS(M)*(SIO-AA(M))* FNSP(M)* THETA(I2)
TMLAS(M) = TMLAS(M)/((AA(M) *SCF/(AK*To*T0)) + (C12*TA/(0*F59(M)

**SOVPI)))
IF(TMLAS(M) .LE. 0.0 .AND. DOSIS(M). LE. DSP(M) ) TMLAS(M) = L.0
IF(SCF.EQ. CF11) XSUMP = XSUMP + THLAS(m)

200 ADOSUM = TMLAS(M) + ADOSUM
FMLAS(I2) = ADDSUM
IF(I .EQ. 1) GO TO 20
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YSUM.3=0.0
DO 71 J=2,I
DC 79 K=1,Nm
IF(AIII(J,K).GE.1.1) GO TO 77
FmLAGIN(J,K)=C.Q
GC TO 79

77 F49=1.2*ALOG(00I(J,K))+1.9
IF(F41.GT.1.1j)F41=1.1
IF(F41.LT.1.61)F41=L..:1
SCF=C11
SOUPI=SVP(I2)
SIO=S(I?)
IF(T(I).GT.TFI(1)1C0 T1 76
00 72 L=2,Nm
IF(TFI(L).GT.T(I)1G0 TO 72
mSAVE9=L-1
GO TO 71

72 CONTINUE
mSAVE9=L

71 IF(01I(J,K).1.T.OFI(mSAvE9))G0 TO 7J
IF(IS.LT.I2)G0 TO 73
FREFZE(J,K)=2

73 SCF=OFil
SOUPI=SVPI(I2)
SIO=SI

70 FML4,3IN(J,K)=AIO1J,K1*THETA(J)*(SIO-1)*DOI(J,)/(SCF/(AK*T04T7)+01
2*TA/(0474p*SOUDI))

78 OSUMP=OSUMP+FMLAGIN(.1,K)
IF(ST,'F.El.CF111YSUmP=YSUMP+FmLAGIN(J,K)

79 CONTINUE
FALI1(I2)=OSUm2
IF(T(I).GT.TF(1)) CO TO 6u
DO 53 J=1,NJ
IF(TF(J).T.T(I))59,59

59 JSAV"-:1=J -1
GO TO

58 CONTINUE
= NJ

60 DC 57 J=2,I
CT=C11
ST = SVP(I2)
STI=S(I2)
IF(0)SN(J) .Lt. J.C) 63,64

63 FMLAGSN(J) =

GO TO 67
64 IF(F1A(J).LT.1.(AGO TO 57

F2P(J)=0.2*ALOG(00SN(J))+c1.96
IF(F29(J).LT..61) F21(J) = 6.61
IF(F29(J).GT. 1.6) F29(J) = 1.
IF(JSAVEl.E0.0)G0 TO 62
IF(D1SN(J).GT.OFL(JSAVE1))61,62

61 CT=CF11
ST=SVPI(I2)
STI=SI

62 FMLA-,SN(J)=FNA(J)41HETA(J)*DOSN(J)*(STI-1.E)
FmLAGSN(J)=FMLAGSN(J)/(( CT/(AK*TO*T0))+(C1L*TA/(0*F28(J)5ST)))

67 FSUM=FSuM+FMLAGSN(J)
IF(CT.EO.CF11) FSUrT = FSumP + FMLAGSN(J)
SNICE(I2)=rSU1P

-57 CONTINUE
FMLA1SN(I2) = FSUM
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FMLAGSNS(I2) = FSUm

20 FMLA(I2)=FMLASN(I )+FMLAGSN(I2)+FMLAIP(I )+FMLIP(I2) +FMLAS(12)
IF(IS.E0.I2) GO TO 50
FSUMP = FSUMP + XSUMP+YSUMP
FSUM = FSUM + ADDSUM + QSUMP
TT=CPE+0.444(FMTV(I).'.0.54FMLA(I2))+FMTL(I)+0.5*FMLA(I2)+0.24*FMTA

T(I)
T(I2)=(T(I)*TT+580.3*FMLA(I2) +80.*FSUMP

+FMLF(I2)*80.+FMAA(I2)*T040.24)/(3.24
$4FMAA(12)+TT)
IF(ABS(T(I2)E).LT.9ETA)445"141

41 ICT=ICT+1
ITER(I2)=ICT
IF(ICT.GT. ISTOP.ANO. ABS(T(I2) TE) .LT. 3.0) GO TO 14
IF(ICT.GT.ISTOP)G0 TO 101
IF(T(I2) .LE.TO) 10y12

10 WRITE(6/95) TO, T(I2)
95 FORMAT(1)(/ TO LE T(I2) *p2F12.2)

GO TO 110
12 TE=(TE+T(I2))40.5

GO TO 2
14 WRITE(6,891)

WRITE(6/891)
43 15=12

TE=(TE+T(I2))40.5DELTAT
GO TO 2

50 FNA(I2)=AIT
FMTL(I2) = FMTL(I) + FMLA(I2)
T(I2) = TE

891 FORMAT(/1X/t*******/)
899 FORMAT(1X, 11E11.2)

IF(FNA(I2)LT.1,0)G0 TO 25
NA(I2)=I2
DDSN(I2)=(1.91083*FMLASN(I2)/AIT)"0.33333

25 IF(I.EQ.1)GO TO 310
DO 51 J=2/I
IF(NA(J).LE.0)G0 TO 51
IF(03SN(J).LE.0.0) GO TO 51
DOSN(J)=1.91083*(FMLAGSN(J)/ FNA(J)+0.5236 400SN(J)**3)
IF(D/SN(J) .LE.0.0) 65,66

65 DOSN(J) = 0.0
FNA(J) = 0.0
GO TO 51

66 DOSN(J)=DOSN(J)440.333333
51 CONTINUE
892 FORMAT(1)(/ *tStS$$$t)

IF(T(I2) .GT. TF(1)) GO TO 220
00 52 J=1/NJ
IF(TF(J).GT.T(I2))52,53

53 JSAVE=J-1
GO TO 54

52 CONTINUE
JSAVE = NJ

54 FUSION=0.0
DO 55 J=2/I
IF(DOSN(J).GT.OFL( JSAVE).ANO.FMLFSN(J).E0.0.1)56155

56 FMLFSN(J)=FNA(J)*0.5236 *DOSN(J)443
FUSTON=FUSION+FMLFSN(J)

55 CONTINUE
FMLF(I2+1)=FUSION

220 00 213 M = 1,NK
IF(FNSP(4).LT. 1.1) GO TO 213
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01SIS(M) = 1.91083*(TMLAS(M)/FNSP(M)+ C.5233*0052(m)443)
TF(DOSIS(M) .LE. 3.3) 216,211

211 01SIS(M) = OOSIS(M)"3.33333
GC TO 2/8

210 00SI3(M) = OSP(M)
218 00S2(M) = TEMPO

IF(0)SIS(m).LE. DSP(N)) ODSIS(M) = OSP(M)
213 CONTINUE

FSAVE =0.3
OC 214 M 1,NK
IF(T(I2) .GT. IFS(1))G0 TO 214
4SAVE1 = 1

OC 215 J = 2,NK
IF(TES(J) .GT. T(I2)) GO TO e15
MSAVE1 = J -1
GO TO 216

215 CONTINUE
MSAV71= NK

216 IF(0)SIS(M).GT. OFLS(MSAVE1) . ANO.FMLFSP(M).E0. 0.3) 217,21+

217 FMLFSP(4) = 3.5234FNSP(M)*(DOSIS(M)**3 - OSP(M)443)
FSAVE = FSAVE + FILFSP(M)

214 CONTINUE
F1LF(I2 +1) = FMLF(I2 +1) + FSAVE
FICE=0.0
DC 313 J=2,I
00 310 K=1,NM
IF(AIO(J,K).LE.1.0) GO TO 313
00I(J,K)=

1.91083*.(FMLAGIN(J,K)/AIO(J,K)+6.5233400I(J,K)*00I(J,K)410
TII(J,K))
IF(DOI(J,K) .0.3) GO TO 306
DOI(),K) = ODI(j,K)"0.33333
IF(0)I(J,K).GT.OIP(K))G0 TO 303

306 FNIP(K)=FNIP(K)+AID(J,K)
AIO(J,K)=0.0
DOI(J,K) = 0.0
GO TO 310

303 IF(FEEZE(J,K).GT.1 .ANO.FMLFIP(J,K).GT.C.C)G0 TO 31U
IF(T(I2).GT.TFT(1))GO TO 313
DC 334 LL=2,NM
IF(TEI(LL).GT.T(I))G0 TO 304
MSAVE10=LL-1
GC TO 305

3C4 CONTINUE
4SAVT16=LL

305 IF(D3I(J,K).LT.OPI(MSAVE10))G0 TO 313
FMLFIP(J,K)=AID(j,K)*3.523*(00I(J,K)"3-OIF(K)**3)
FICE=rICE+FMLFIP(J,K)

310 CONTINUE
FMLF(I2+1)=FMLF(I2+1)+FICE

300 CONTINUE
IF(I2 .E0. I2WRITEI)G0 TO 92
IF(I2 .E(). I2WRITE2)GO TO 92
IF(I2 .EQ. I2WRITE3)GO TO 92
IF(I2 .EQ. I2WRITE4)G0 TO 92
IF(I2 .EQ. I2WRITES) 92,94

92 SUM1=3.0
SUM2=0.0
SUM3=J.0
SUM4=3.0
SUM5=3.0
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SUM7=6.0
SUM1=0.0
FNSN=1.0
FNSOL=0.0
FNIS=0.0
FEANSN=0.0
FEANSOL=0.0

FEANIS=0.0
OVMEIN=G.0
SIGSA=0.0
SIGSOL=0.0
SIGIS=0.0
OVSIG=0.0
DC 9110 J=2,I2
SUM1=SUM1 + FNA(J)*DDSN(J)

IF(FNA(J)*DDSN(J).GT.0.0)9 00,910H.:
9000 FNSN=FNSN+FNA(J)

SUM2=SUM2 + FNA(J)400SN(J)**2.0
9100 CONTINUE

DO 1236 J=1,NK
SUM3=SUM3*FNSP(J)*DOSIS(J)
IF(FASP(J)40DSIS(J).GT.O.C)9110,9200

9111 FNSOL=FNSOL+FNSP(J)
SUM4=SUM4+FNSP(J)400SIS(J)**2.0

9200 CONTINUE
DC 930C J=2,I2
DO 9300 K=1,NM
SUM5=SUM5 + AIO(J,K)400I(J,K)
IF(AIO(J,K)400I(J,K).GT.6.0)9210,9300

9210 FNIS=FNIS + AIO(J,K)
SUM6=SUM6 + AID(J,K)40DI(J,K)442.9

9300 CONTINUE
SUM7=SUM1+SUM3 + SUMS
SUM8=SUM2+SUM4+SUM6
ONUM=FNSN+FNSOL+FNIS
IF(FNSN.LE.1.0)GO TO 9410
FEANSN=SUM1/FNSN
SIGSN=UFNSN4SUM2-SUM1**2.0)/(FNSN4(FNSN-1.1:)))446.5

9410 IF(F(SOL.LE.1.0)G0 TO 9420
FEANSOL=SUM3/FNSOL
SIGSOL=UFNSOL4SUM4-.SUM3442.j)/(FNSOL4(FNSOL-1.0)))440.5

9420 IF(FNIS .LE.1.0)G0 TO 9430
FEANIS=SUM5/FNIS
SIGIS=UFNIS4SUM6-.SUM5442.0)/(FNIS*(FNIS1.0)))443.5

9430 IF(ONUM .LE.1.0)G0 TO 9480
OVMEAN=SUM7/0NUM
OVSIG=((ONUM4SUM8SUM7442.0)/(ONUM4(ONUM-..1.1,,)))**0.5

9480 WRITE(6,891)
WRITE(6,1000)FEANSNIFEANSOL,FEANISIOVMEAN
WRITE(6,1001)SIGSNISIGSOLISIGISOVSIG
WRITE(6,891)
WRITE(6,8000)

8000 FORMAT(2X,2STEP ITER T FNA DOSN FMTL
FMLAGSNE FMLAS FMLIP FMLF TIME

FMTAt)
DO 97 J = 2,12

97 WRITE(6,894)J,ITER(J),T(J),FNA(J),DOSN(J),FMTL(J),S(J),FMLAGSNS
*(J),FMLAS(J),FMLIP(J),FMLF(J),TIME(J),FMTA(J)
WRIT:(6,892)
WRITE(6,899) DDSIS ,FMTV(I2)
WRITE (6, 892)
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WRITE(6,897)J,(FMLFIP(J,K),K=1,NM)
WRITE(6,897) J, (AID(J,K) ,K =1,NM)

96 WRITE(6,897) J, (00I(J,K) ,K=1,NM)
94 GO TO 1

1000 FORMAT(1X,tMEANSN EO.*,E11.3,3X,*MEANSOL EO.*,E1143,3X,tMEANIS EQ.
*t,E11.3,3X,*OVMEAN EO.t,E11.3)

1001 FORMAT(1X,tSIGSN EOet,E11.3,3X,ISIGSOL EO.,E11.3,3X,*SIGIS E0e*,E

*11.3,3X,*OVSIG EQ.,E11.3)
110 SUM1=C.0

SUM2 =C.0
SUM3=0.0
SUM4=1.0
SUM5=0.0
SUM6=0.0
SUM7=0.0
SUM8=0.0
FNSN=3.0
ENSOL=0.3
FNIS=0.0
FEANSN=0.0
FEANSOL=0.0
FEANIS=0.0
OVMEAN=0.0
SIGSN=C40
SIGSOL=0.0
SIGIS=0.0
OVSIG=0.0
DC 910 J=2,I2
SUM1=SUM1 + FNA(J)*DOSN(J)
IF(FNA(J)400SN(J).GT.0.0)900,910

900 FNSN=FNSN+FNA(J)
SUM2=SUM2 + FNA(J)*0OSN(J)**2.0

910 CONTINUE
DO 920 J=1,NK
SUM3=SUM3+FNSP(J)*DOSIS(J)
IF(ENSP(J)4DDSIS(J).GT.3.6)911,920

911 FNSOL=FNSOL+FNSP(J)
SUM4=SUMA+FNSP(J)*DDSIS(J)"2.0

920 CONTINUE
DO 930 J=2,I2
00930 K=1,NM
SUM5=SUM5 + AID(J,K)*DDI(J,K)
IF(AII(J,K)4(00I(J,K).GT.0.0)921,930

921 FNIS=FNIS + AID(J,K)
SUM6=SUM6 + AIO(J,K)400I(J,K)**2.0

930 CONTINUE
SUM7=SUM1+SUM3 + SUM5
SUM8=SUM2+SUM4+SUN6
ONUM=FNSN+FNSOL+FNIS
IF(FNSN.LE.1.0)G0 TO 941
FEANSN=SUM1/FNSN
SIGSN=((ENSN*SUM2SUM1442.0)/(FNSN*(FNSN-q.C)))**0.5

941 IF(FNSOL.LE.1.0)G0 TO 942
FEANSOL=SUM3/FNSOL
SIGSOL=UFNSOL*SUM4SUM3"2.0)/(FNSOL*(FNSOL*1,4)))*40.5

942 IF(FNIS .LE.1.5)O0 TO 943
FEANIS=SUM5/FNIS
SIGIS=((FNIS*SUM6SUM54f2.0)/(FNIS*(FNIS..-1.0)))*40.5

943 IF(04UM eLEa1.0)G0 TO 948
OYMEAN=SUM7/0NUM
OVSIS=NONUM*SUM8SUM7**2.0)/(ONUM*(0NUM1.()))*40.5
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WRITE(6,1000)FEANSN,FEANSOL,FEANISIOVMEAN
WRITE(6,1001)SIGSN,SIGSOL,SIGIS,OVSIG
WRITE(6,891)
WRITE(6,8010)
DC 1J2 J = 2,1

102 WRITE(6,894)J,ITER(J),T(J),FNA(J),DOSN(J),FMTL(J),S(J),FMLAGSNS
*(J),FMLAS(J),FMLIP(J),FMLF(J),TIME(J),FMTA(J)
WRITE(6,892)
WRITE(6,899) DOSIS ,FMTV(I)
WRITE(6,892)
DC 6 J = 2,1

897 FORMAT(1X, 13, 2X, 10E11.2)
WRITE(6,897)J,(FMLFIP(J,K)tK=1,NM)
WRITE(6,897) J, (AID(J,K) ,K=1tNM)

6 WRITE(6,897) J, (00I(J,K) ,K=1,NM)
894 FORMAT(1X, 214, 11E11.3)

GO TO 100
lui WRITE(6,90)ICT
90 FORMAT(1X,ITERATION LIMIT EXCEEDEDt,I10)

GO TO 110
100 CALL EXIT

END


